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Editor's Note:

This workshop was primarily set up for a relatively
quiet period in our radioactivity remedial action program.
The time was chosen to be at the end of the winter season
when information from last years activities has been digested
and early enough to help with planning for the 1978 construction
season.

The meeting was and hopefully reflects an open
exchange of information. While a number of papers have b^en
produced, and reproduced for this document, they were not
intended as detailed scientific discussion of any particular
problem but rather a collection of experiences from which
hypotheses can be suggested. In this way it is hoped to both
stimulate and inform all our consultants as well as AECB and
other departmental staff.



Tuesday March 7/78

p.m. Introduction and short historical review

Presentation - Rio Algom Mines - "History
of Rio Algom's Experience with Radiation
in Houses"

Presentation - DSMA/Acres, Elliot Lake -
"The Source of Radon in Elliot Lake"

Presentation - DSMA/Acres, Elliot Lake -
"Remedial Action in Elliot Lake"

- R. S. Ea ton

- A. Vivyurka

- A. Scott

- W. Findlay

Wednesday March 8/78

a .m.

p.m.

Presentation - Keith Consulting, Uranium City -
"Remedial Work at Uranium City" - M.K. Leung

Presentation - James F. MacLaren Limited,
Port Hope - "The Radon Averaging Techniques -
Grab Sample Techniques" - G. Case

Site visit to 2A Subdivision development and
to problem properties at Elliot Lake

Instrumentation

Presentation/Demonstration - DSMA/Acres,
Elliot Lake - "Instrumentation" - A. Scott

Presentation - Spectrum, Elliot Lake -
"Field Survey of Radon in Soil Gas"

Presentation - Health and Welfare Canada -
"Plateau Characteristics and Calibration
of Flow through Radon Cells"

Discussion - Flux measurements - James F.
MacLaren Limited, Port Hope

Discussion - Integration Methods - DSMA,
Elliot Lake

- G. Mallory

- P. Vasudev

- G. Case

- A. Scott
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Discussion - Port Hope results with AECB
instruments - compliance checks - p. Goyette

Thursday March 9/78

a.m. Presentation - EDA Electronics - "A New
Micro-Processor - Controlled Radon
Monitoring System" - M.Roman-Barbe.

Recapitulation _ R . S . Eaton

Identification of significant problems
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Tuesday March 7/78

Introduction:

Roger Eaton (AECB) noted that the workshop resulted from

impressions that he had received talking to personnel in the field

and that the workshop was for an exchange of information, facts.

techniques and ideas useful in understanding and solving the Radon

and Radon Daughter problems in urban communities. Informality

and openness were stressed: papers and talks were to concentrate

on experiences. This was followed by a short historical review

of the radon problem in Elliot Lake.

A. Vivyurka (Rio Algom Limited): "History of Rio fllgom's Experience
with Radiation in Houses"

In June 1976, it was suspected that waste rock from the

mines might have been used as fill for houses in Elliot Lake.

Following confirmation of this in 10 houses, Rio Algom contacted

the AECB who along with other federal and provincial departments

launched a survey of homes in Elliot Lake. The result of this survey

showed that not only were high radon levels present in existing

homes but also in new homes being built on the cruartzite outcrop

in the Gillanders street area. The high radon levels in the new

homes presented a new twist to the radon problem, for it was not

necessarily associated with high gamma readings, a phenomenon

experienced in the Port Hope area. Following this positive confirmation

of a radon problem, Rio Algom launched a series of experiments designed

to lower radon levels in homes such as the tests carried out in a

property on 15 Gillanders Street in September 1976. Experiments at

sealing the sump and putting in an exhaust fan in the basement

window were partially successful, however when these two methods

combined with same modification (attach exhaust system to the

weeping tiles) complete success was achieved.
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This system was not foolproof, for when applied to a property

on 10 Gillanders Street it did not work. In December 1976, the

AECB leased the 10 Gillanders property and began experimenting with

the system. Initial attempts using a natural sub-floor venting

system seemed to work, however after about 6 months radon levels

were on the rise again. The system was then modified by introducing

a forced unit. »n exhaust fan, which was successful. This new system

has since been adopted by Rio Algom and success in lowering radon

levels in new homes has been achieved as 154 out of 165 homes in

the new 2A subdivision are below criteria.

Present venting system:

Floor Joist

Exhaust Fan

in
Exhaust to Outside

Basement Wall

Basement Floor

Sub-Floor Venting System

Questions and Answers :

1. Why not use outside air flow under thé floor to draw radon away?

The AECB tried this but it did not work over the long run. It

would seem that tif negative pressure is required to suck radon from

under basement slab.
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2. Have you tried sealing basement floor?

No.

3. What is the cost of the system?

$800.00 for sub-floor venting plus $400.00 for exhaust fan.

4. Have you considered exhausting into the weeping tile system?

No. want to get aw*y from leaving s route of entry into

house for radon.

5. Why was fan placed inside and not installed outside?

Cheaper inside, easier for maintenance.

6. Was atmospheric pressure a significant variable?

No, there was no difference in stack pressure.

222
7. What was Rn concentrations in exhaust air?

Between 0.1 - 0.2 W.L.'s. 25-100 pCi/1.

8. How mfny fans are reouired in the system?

Depends on basement design, if it is a split basement two

fans (two independent sub-floor systems), however in standard

basements, only 1 fan.
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THE SOURCE CF RADON AT ELLIOT LAKE

In the period July 1977- January- 1978 over 1400 WL measurements have

been made in most of 140 houses found by the Task force survey of November 1976

to have greater than 0.02 WL. We can say with reasonable certainty that about

70% of those houses have annual averages in excess of the 0.02 WL criterion,

and that perhaps 10%of those houses have annual averages in excess of .05 WL.

Ne can also say that the radon concentration in any house can be highly

variable, with both .002 and 0.2 WL being measured in the same house within a

few days.

There is no doubt that significant concentrations of radon and radon-

daughters exist in many houses, and so two questions must be answered before

remedial work can start. -These are: (1) How does the radon enter the

• house? and' (2) Where and what is the radon" source?

'When this project started, the expectation, based on experience at

Port Hope, Uranium City, and Grand Junction, Colorado, was that if question

(2) could be answered, the remedial actions would be obvious. The source

would be removed, and the problem with it. As encouragement for this belief,

many houses identified by the survey had crushed mine waste rock used as a

driveway topping, or were located near or on outcrops of the local quartzite

rock, Both these rocks contain uranium, in insufficient quantities to make it

worthwile mining but sufficient to give readings of 40-100 micro S/h at 1 meter

over large areas.

Continued
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However, after detailed surface gamma surveys had been carried out

both inside the basement and over the lot at a number of houses,, it was plain

that there was no correlation between surface gantna field and internal

radon concentrations.

In 6 cases, where the exposure rate exceeded the criterion of 100 UR/h

at 1 mater, the active driveway topping was removed and replaced with local

material without apparently affecting the average radon concentration in the

house. This experience led us to the conclusion that if there was a

single definable source it was buried at a depth of at least 2-3 feet, and so was

not detectable at the surface. It also suggested that a natually occuring

diffuse source might be responsible.

Test pits adjacent to the walls of a few houses had already been dug by

hand, revealing nothing but locsu. material used as backfill,but ancre intensive

survey was required to discover if higher activity buried material was in

fact the radon source. Three different handheld gasoline powered augers from

3" to 8" auger diameter were tried in an attempt to produce holes suitable

for gamma logging. In the mixture of sand, gravel, and boulders present

almost everywhere in town/ they either struck a stone too large to move, or

else the sandy sides of the hole fell in when the auger was pulled out. Finally

.a tractor mounted 8" hollow core auger, rotated by a small hydraulic motor w?.s

tried, found to be effective, and used to drill 95 holes to a depth of 2.5m at

72 houses located in all parts of town. Each hole had a perforated 7.5 cm. dia-

meter plastic liner placed in it to keep it open, and gamma measurements were

made at 15 an. intervals down each liner with a 2.5 x 2.5 cm. Na I crystal

and a portable xatemeter. T3he variation in co-.mt-rate from top to bottom

was generally less than a factor of 2, with the highest count rates near the

surface, As these holes reached to near bedrock in some areas, and to below

the original soil surface in most areas, the gamma profiles indicate strongly

that there were no discrete buried sources of radon in the vicinity of houses

identified by the survey as having high radon concentration.

Continued
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While we were looking for a satisfactory auger the emphasis of the

investigaticnal program was switched to answering the question - How does

radon enter the house? An extensive route of entry survey was made on 20

houses,in which the rate of radon entry was measured for diffusion through

walls, floors, and from exposed rocks.in basements, entry through drains

and sumps, and entry through water traps from radon gas in the sewers. The

radon flux rates front walls and floors were inadequate to explain concentrations

of more than a few percent of those actually observed, and were, moreover,

remarkably constant from house to house. In view of the low rate of radon

entry through walls, floors, and exposed rock, and the relative constancy

with time of this rate, it was obvious that diffusion could . explain neither

the high concentrations observed, nor their variability. However, the radon

concentrations in drains and sumps were found to be very variable, ranging

from equal to the house air to so high that flow rates of a few m / h o f the

sump or drain air would supply enough radon to explain the highest concentrations

measured at a house. Detailed examination showed that most houses had their

ground water collection system (weeping-tile) connected to a sump, or else to

a floor drain. In either-case, the connection provided an opening through

the basement wall into the soil approximately 8 can. diameter. Measurements

using a small electric air pump and a water manometer showed that air could be

drawn into the basement from the weeping tile system at a rate of 1m /h at an

immeasurable pressure drop (less than 0.25 nm. water) and that the air in the

system continued r veral hundempCi/L of radon. Measurements of the radon content

of soil gas at a uepth of 80-90 cm. were made in the back-fill adjacent to

basaient walls at the same time as flux measurements, and were generally

200-80r pCi/1.

As a result of this survey, it was theorised that the high levels of

radon seen in houses ware caused by soil gas entering the basement through an

opening in the concrete, such as a drain connection or a large crack. As soil

gas flow rates of 1m /h could be produced by very small pressure differentials,

either the 'chimney effect* in winter of the air in the house being warmer and

so less dense than the air outside, or the small fluctuations in house pressure

Continued.
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produced by the wind could be sufficient to produce large radon entry rates.

The validity of this theory was shown in a remedial action demonstration

program, where radon levels in houses were reduced by closing openings through

to the soil.

Given that the route of entry into houses had beea identified and that the

observed soil gas concentrations 200-800 pCi/1 were capable of producing the

observed radon levels, the only question left was 'where was the radon source?'

The drilling program had shown that there was no high level buried source with-

in a few meters of houses, so the source must either be the local soil itself

or else there is a remote source and a transport mechanism.

Soil samples had- been, taken at 3 depths from each borehole, and the

emanating radium content of about half of the soil samples has been estimated

by measuring their rate of radon production at 0..2-0.3 pCi em Ra/g.

To verify that these values were typical of the area, and not the result

of the use of radioactive rock as subgrade fill, measurements were made in

two local gravel pits separated by about 4 miles and at the bottom of an

excavation in the new subdivision. As these were places-where material was

being removed, it was thought most unlikely that the areas would have been

contaminated by the introduction of radioactive material. At the gravel

pits the undisturbed material (glacial debris) was either too tightly packed

or too wet to withdraw a soil gas sample if the probe were inserted to any

depth, so measurements were made in previously disturbed material. The radon

concentrations from all three locations varied from 100-1000 pCi/L, with most

measurements in the 500-1000 pCi/1 range. These are comparable to the concen-

trations measuxedin town. The emanating radium content of samples taken from

each location lay between 0.2 - 0.4 pCi emRa/g, so tbs measurements made in

town are typical of the general background over the wtole area.

Continued
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ïhe concentrations of radium in the soil are quite sufficient to produce

the observed radon-concentrations in soil gas. Depending on the state of

consolidation, the density of glacial debris lies between 1.4 - 1.8 g/cm ,

and the corresponding porosity of the material lies between 40% - 25%. At

0.2 pCi emRa/g, the radon concentration in the gas spaces at equilibrium will

vary from 700 pCi/1 to 1800 pCi/1-which is ccnparable to the concentrations

measured. In general soil probe measurements will be lower than the equilibrium

values for the sanple may be diluted fay atmospheric air drawn down the sides

of the tube, and they do not go deep enough to get out of the region where

diffusion to the surface reduces concentrations.

Measurements of radon in soil -rater are also consistent with an emanating

radium content of 0.2-0.3 pCi/g. They are generally in the range of 500-1000 pCi/1,

which is as expected for water in equilibrium with soil gas, or saturating the

pores in the soil.

It has been suggested hat in some cases that diffusion from a deep radon

source could produce high ra3on concentrations in soil gas. ïhis is not likely

as can be seen from- the following calculations.

ifcer relaxation length for radce. diffusion in glacial debris is about 1 m.,

the. case of an uniformly distributed source in the soil concentration

increases with depth according to (l-e~x), where x is the depth in metres. The

concentration is essentially constant at depths below 2 metres.

If a diffusion source produces the soil radon, then the concentration

will increase with depth according to e x - ie, the concentration must increase

until the source is reached. Now, in man/parts of town, the overburden is about

3 m. thick, and lies on the top of fairly solid rock. Die soil gas radon

concentration at 1 m. depth in these areas is about 500 pCi/1. If the soil

is not the source, then the source must lie at a depth of at least 3 m., and

the concentration there must be at least 4000 pCi/1. To maintain such a con-

centration will require a flux rate at the source-soil interface of 40 000 pCi/rnh.

1 Continued
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He have measured flux rates from rock surfaces in town at about 200 pCi/m .h

-so even fractured rocks cannot produce the flux rate required.

A concentration of 4000 pCi/1 soil gas could be maintained if there

was a layer of water charged to 2000 pCi/1 flowing over the rock interface and

de-emanting If this were the cause, then we would expect a reduction of

radon concentrations during the winter as the supply of ground rater reduces,

and observe a general reduction in radon concentration as we moved further

frcm the source, xhe general uniformity of soil gas concentration measuransnts

over the area argues against this. In addition, we do not usually find a

layer of water at the interface, especially in the higher parts of town.

In conclusion, the weight of evidence is that the source of the radon

entering ths hones in Elliot Lake is the radium in local overburden (glacial

debris) in which the houses stand. As these radium levels are not high

compared with the North American average, and glacial debris extends over most

of the north eastern part of North America, it is likely that this problem

is not confined to Elliot Lake, but is widespread throughout North America.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Previous Work

The radon diffusion constant for concrete has been estimated
from flux measurements by Culot et al (Réf. 1) as part of the radon
barrier development program for Grand Junction, Colorado. In these
experiments the radon source was uranium mill tailings, which were
placed as backfill against the poured concrete walls of an experi-
mental basement. The radon concentration in the gas space of the
porous tailings was approximately 40,000 pCi/L. The radon flux
through the 20 cm thick concrete wall was measured repeatedly and
found to lie between 2.1 and 2.6 x 10'5 pCi/cm2s (76C - 940 pCi/m2h).
Treating the wall as a passive porous barrier, the diffusion constant
for radon was calculated to lie between extremes of 1.7 - 3.1 x 10
cm s, depending on the porosity of the concrete. These values are
close to that (2.4 x 10" ) calculated from the observed rates of
oxygen-nitrogen diffusion in concrete (Ref. 2).

1.2 Experimental Work at Elliot Lake

A route of radon entry survey made in 20 houses with higher than
average concentrations of radon included radon flux measurements using
sealed accumulators on basement walls and floors. Over 10C measurements

2
were made and the values ranged from essentially zero to 1000 pCi/mh
with a large number of wall measurements averaging 450 pCi/m h, about
half of the flux rate measured by Culot. However, measurements of the
radon concentration in the gas spaces of the backfill adjacent to the
walls, taken at the same time as the flux measurements, showed that
the radon concentrât*;on was 50 - 1000 pCi/L. This is nearly two orders
of magnitude less than that measured in the tailings, and so the flux
should also be approximately a factor of 100 less, rather than a factor
of 2. In addition, the radon flux from the concrete floors was generally
lower than from the walls, despite the floors being less than half the
thickness.
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2. THEORETICAL WORK

A resolution of these apparent contradictions was suggested when

it was realized that the radon flux from a concrete surface was com-

posed not only of the flux from the radon diffusing through the concrete

from an exterior source, but also of the flux from radon produced in

the concrete by the decay of the small amounts of radium present in

all building materials. At low external concentrations, the flux from

the concrete could be a considerable portion of the total flux.

As Culot treated the concrete as a passive barrier, containing

no radium, his calculations cannot be usei to estimate the flux at low

external radon calculations. Accordingly, the diffusion equation was

solved for a porous medium containing sources, and the fluxes calcu-

lated for a number of wall thicknesses and radium contents. The results are

shown in Figures 1 to 5, and discussed in Section 3. Details of the

equations and the parameters used are given in Appendix 1.

3. DISCUSSION

To reduce the number of graphs and tables, unless otherwise

stated, results are presented for one of the extreme values suggested
5 2by Culot of D = 1.7 x 10 cm s and p = 0.05, and an internal radon

concentration of 0 pCi/L (referred to as Case 1). The effect of

changing these assumptions is shown separately.

3.1 Radon Diffusion Through Concrete

The flux produced by radon diffusion through concrete is shown

in Figure 1 for Case 1. From this, for a standard poured concrete

basement wall 20 cm thick, exterior radon concentrations of 5000 to

50,000 pCi/L are required to produce interior fluxes of 100 - 1000
2

pCi/m h. These concentrations would also produce interior fluxes of
300 - 3000 pCi/mh through 10 cm thick concrete block walls, and

300 - 6000 pCi/m h through concrete floors, which vary in thickness

from 5 - 1 0 cm.

Figure 2 shows the change in flux at different concrete thick-

nesses produced by using the other extreme value suggested by Culot
-5 2of D » 3.1 x 10 cm s, p = 0.25 and an internal radon concentration
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of OpCi/L (Case 2). The increase in flux is negligible at 20 cm
and is about 60% at 5 and 10 cm thickness.

Figure 3 shows the effect on flux of increasing the internal
radon concentration, calculated for concrete thicknesses of 5 and
20 cm. Radon flux is virtually indeper ':<it of internal concentration,
as long as the flux is over 100 pCi/m''h. Changing the internal
concentration from 0 to 300 pCi/L changes the flux rate by only a few
percent.

3.2 Radon Diffusion from Concrete

The normalized flux (pCi/m h/pCi Ra) from a slab of concrete
containing emanating radium is shown in Figure 4 aqainst thickness
for both Case 1 2id Case 2. If the emanating radium content is as

2
high as 1 pCi/g, then radon fluxes of about 1300 pCi/m h would be
produced at the surfaces of a 20 cm thick slab. This is equivalent
to the flux produced by an exterior concentration of 65,000 pCi/L.

3.3 Total Radon Flux from Concrete

The total radon flux is the sum of the radon flux produced by
the diffusion of exterior radon through the concrete, and the flux
produced by the diffusion of radon p- iduced in the interior of the
concrete from radium in the building materials.

Figure 5 shows the total flux as a function of external radon
concentration and emanating radium content.

3.4 Radium Content of Building Materials

Building materials in Elliot Lake are derived mainly from local
alluvial deposits of sand and gravel, with only the cement imported.
As sand and gravel make up over 80% of the mass of concrete, the
radium content will depend mainly on the radium content of the aggregate.
Local alluvial deposits and aggregates currently in use at the local
'ready mix' plant have been sampled, and their total radium content
measured by high resolution gamma spectroscopy, and their emanating
radium content estimated from their rate of radon production. These
estimates are not very precise for alluvial deposits are very hetero-
geneous, so there can be large differences between samples, and the
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counting errors tend to be large at these low levels of radioactivity.
However, the total radium content of building aggregates is 0.5 -
1.0 pCi Ra/g, and the emanating radium content is 0.1 - 0.6 pCi sm Ra/g.
Depending on the exact location of the source of aggregates, local
concrete can be expected to contain between 0.2 - 0.3 pCi em Ra/g.

3.5 Expected Radon Flux from Elliot Lake Concretes

From Figure 3, emanating radium concentrations of 0.2 - 0.3 pCi/g
will produce fluxes of 240 - 450 pCi/nrh from a 20 cm thick concrete
wall, and 90 - 250 pCi/m h from a 5 - 10 cm thick concrete floor, which
are very close to the mean values of radon flux from walls and floors
obtained in most houses. If the concrete contained no radium, external
radon concentrations of 20,000 pCi/L against the walls and 1000 -
5000 pCi/L against the floor would be required to produce these fluxes.
In those few houses where lower fluxes were measured, the radon con-
centration was relatively high at the time of measurement, which
decreases the sensitivity of the accumulator method of measuring flux.
In addition, the mix used for basement floors may be different from
that used in walls, and the floors are heavily trowelled to produce
a smooth surface. This produces a surface layer of low porosity and
activity which will reduce the flux rate below that calculated on the
basis of uniform porosity.

3.6 Significance of Radon Flux

Simultaneous measurements of radon and radon daughter concentrations
in houses show that the daughters are not in equilibrium with radon.
Conseqiently, the ventilation rate in the house must be greater than
1 air change fn 2 hours. Taking a typical house as 350 m volume, and
a typical ventilation rate of 1 air change/h, if a constant 4 pCi/L radon
(approximately 0.02 WL) is maintained in the house, then every hour
1.4 x 10 pCi of radon must leave the house. To supply this radon by
diffusion through the 100 m of basement wall and floor in contact with
the soil would require a flux of 1.4 x 10 pCi/m*"h or about 40 times
higher thaVi found. To produce fluxes of this magnitude would require
external radon concentrations of 80,000 - 800,000 pCi/L, or emanating
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radium content in the concrete of 8 - 10 pCi/g. Neither of these
conditions apply at Elliot Lake, so radon diffusion from or through
concrete cannot be a significant source of radon at Elliot Lake.
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APPENDIX 1

1. INTRODUCTION

The one dimensional diffusion equation for an infinite slab

representing a concrete basement wall, was solved for diffusion in

a media with sources, and radon fluxes from the internal surface

were calculated for a number of external and internal radon concen-

trations, wall thicknesses, porosities, and emanating radium contents.

2. DIFFUSION EQUATION

From Ref. 2, the diffusion equation with radon generation in a

concrete wall is:

D d2C ir . E _ n „ d2C XPC . E n
F 7 • xc + p " ° or + = 0

2
where: D is the effective diffusion coefficient - cm /s

P is the porosity of the concrete - cm /cm

x 1s the radon gas decay constant - 1/s

C 1s the radon gas concentration 1n the concrete pores - pC1/Htre

E Is the rate at which radon is produced - evaluated per

unit volume of concrete - pCi/litre-s

and x is the distance into the concrete from the outside

surface - an

The solution to this equation is of the form:

e"rx + CC2e"

where: r *Jf

and C 3 « jjr

and C 2 are defined by the boundary conditions.
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The radon concentration at the outside surface of the wall is
taken as equal to the radon concentration Cg in the soil gas adjacent
to the wall, and the concentration at the inside surface of the wall
is equal to the radon gas concentration C. in tlie air of the building.

For a wall, thickness T cm, then:

C se r T - C 3 (e r T

and C« = =r zri

The radon flux across a surface at distance x from the outer surface
is given by:

F = -D § - -Dr (Cie
rx - C2e"

rx )

The flux at the outside of the wall is:

Fo = -Dr (^ - C2)

and the flux on the inside is:

e
r T Ce- r T )-Dr (C i e
r

3. CALCULATIONS

The calculations were carried out by computer and consist of
calculation of the flux at the outside and inside surface of a concrete
wall for a given set of values for the parameters. The values used are
described in the following sections.

3.1 Radon Concentration at the Outside Surface

The radon concentration of the outside surface of the wall is
assumed to be equal to the radon concentration in the gas phase of
the soil dnd backfill on the outside of the wall. Values used in
the calculations were:
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0 pCi/litre
10

100
500

1,000
2,500
5,000

10,000
40,000

100,000

The higher concentrations are included so that the results can be

compared with those of Culot.

3.2 Radon Concentration at the Inside Surface

The radon concentration at the inside surface is assumed to be

equal to the radon concentration in the air inside the building. Values

used (:n pCi/litre) were:

0
70
150
300

3.3 Effective Diffusion Coefficient of Radon in Concrete

The value of the effective diffusion coefficient of radon in the

gas phase of concrete as determined by Culot (Ref. 1 of main report)

depends on the unknown porosity of the concrete used in the experimental

building. Culot estimated extreme values of the concrete porosity, and

so obtained correspondingly extreme values of the effective diffusion

coefficient. These values were:
5 2

5% porosity gives 0 = 1.7 x 10 cm s

25% porosity gives D = 3.1 x 10"5 cm2s

Calculations were carried out using both values of effective dif-

fusion coefficient and porosity.

3.4 Radon Decay Constant

The tjalf l i f e of radon is taken to be 3.824 days and so

A « 2.1 x 10~6 s"1
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3.5 Concrete Thicknesses

Walls in single family dwellings vary from 10 cm thickness
(concrete block) to 20 - 25 cm thickness in poured concrete basement
walls. Floors are generally 5 - 10 cm thick. Calculations were
carried out.for 5, 10, and 20 cm concrete thickness.

3.6 Radium Concentration in Concrete

The escape fraction of radon gas from the emanating radium in
the building materials to the gas phase of the concrete was assumed
to be 1.0. The radon production rate per litre of concrete is:

E = em Ra x p x ApCi/Ls

where: em Ra = emanating radium in concrete (pCi/g)
p = concrete density 2350 g/L - typical
A = decay constant of radon (s )

Therefore:

E = 4.93 x 10~3 em Ra pCi/Ls

The analysis was carried out for values of em Ra (in pCi/g) of:

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.7
1.0
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A. Scott (Dilworth, Secord, Meagher and Associates Limited)

"The Source of Radon in Elliot Lake"

Questions and Answers :

1. What is the "F" ratio of daughter/gas in Elliot Lake?

A bimodal distribution with peaks at 0.3 and 0.5.

2. What is the emanation rate?

For soil, it is 0.3 pCi/g.

3. Are the flux rates in the winter and summer the same?

Yes. we found more from the walls than from the basement
222

floors, since basement walls ?re thicker and source of Rn is

uranium in the concrete itself.

a. What about w^ter. could it be a source in Elliot Lake?

222
From our measurements, 500 - 1000 pCi/1 of Rn in water

was found passing through the soil. Also a Ra content of

I pCi3gm was measured in soil, both of which are too low to account
222

for Rn levels in the houses.

5. Have soil gas measurements been made in other areas with similar

strata?

No.

6. What about radon concentrations in ambient air in Elliot Lake?
\

This concentration was found to be about 2 pCi/1.

../27
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7. What are DSMA's remedial measures?

There are a number of possibilities :

1. Block the holes of entry?

2. Apply positive pressure inside basement;

3. Drop pressure in soil adjacent to the walls.

8. What about houses without basements?

Houses without basements can also have radon problems if

there are holes in the floor e.g. pipes leading into the house.

In general houses with well-built basements (crack-free concrete)
222

will be more effective in keeping Rn out.

../28
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PRESENTED TO:

WORKSHOP ON RADON & RADON DAUGHTERS
IN URBAN COMMUNITIES ASSOCIATED WITH
URANIUM MINING AND PROCESSING

MARCH 7, 1978
REMEDIAL ACTION IN ELLIOT LAKE

W.O, FINDLAY

DSIWACRES
ELLIOT LAKE
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REMEDIAL ACTION IN ELLIOT
LAKE

1. REMEDIAL PROGRAM

Remedial work is necessarily based upon reasonable identification

of the problem and of an effective action which can be undertaken

economically. This discussion is concerned mainly with the develop-

ment and demonstration of acceptable remedial measures for the Elliot

Lake situation.

2. ROUTE OF ENTRY SURVEY

The investigation program showed that radon from the surrounding

soil was entering basements through openings, and that a main route

of entry was through the untrapped weeping tile connection to the

floor drain or sump, as shown in Fig. I.

133 houses were inspected and provided the following data:

RELATIONSHIP OF WEEPING TILE CONNECTION TO SUBSTRUCTURE

Concrete Concrete Slab On
Substructure Basement Block Grade

WEEPING TILE CONNECTION

floor drain

sump

other

TOTAL

During the survey other entry routes were also noted, such as

abandoned plumbing connections, slab periphery cracks, cracks in concrete,

fissures in rock in basements, and dry water seals to the sewer.

3. DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

3.1 General'

83

18

10

111

9

1

7

17

-

-

5

5

A demonstration program was set up to show the results of
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progressively blocking off entry routes, commencing with the weeping

tile connection. It was anticipated that radon levels would drop and

remain low if-the only route was blocked but would remain unchanged,

or would drop initially if there were more than one route.

3.2 Equipment and Materials

The first attempts at sealing drains were made with mechanical

plumbers' balls but they were too difficult to expand into the drain.

Inflatable plumbers' balls were obtained and the corrugated type were

found to fit easily. Sealing difficulties were encountered from poorly

laid weeping tile connections and home-owners plumbing modifications.

It was also found that the balls deflated slightly with time and had

to be pumped up every day.

To provide a better seal, a method of separating the floor drain

from the weeping discharge using a by-pass foamed in place was devised,

as shown in Fig. 2. The foam used was a 2 part medium density (1.75

lb/cu. ft.) closed cell Urethane foam supplied by U.C.L. Foam & Plastics

under the trade name 'Insta-Foam Froth-Pak1.

The foam was also used in foaming an enclosure over sumps and sump

pumps.

For taping cracks, etc. aluminized duct tape was used.

Silicone caulk was used initially but the less expensive butyl caulk

is now being tried out.

3.3 Selection of Houses

To reduce the number of variables it was decided to concentrate on

houses with poured concrete basements and untrapped weeping tile

connections to floor drains or sumps. Houses were selected on the basis

of:
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WL recorded

Obvious entry route

Owners agreement

The first- group of 11 houses was split into two sections with

the start date for the second section two weeks behind the first, so

that experience gained with the first section could be applied to the

second. Encouraging results led to the selection of a second group

of 18 further houses.

The first group of 11 houses consisted of:

Section 1 - 3 drain connections

2 sump connections

Section 2 - 6 drain connections

The second group of 18 houses consisted of:

16 drain connections

2 sump connections

In addition, a special group was chosen with unusual entry problems

to widen knowledge of the importance of different routes of entry.

3.4 Procedure

In each group the average radon and radon daughter concentration

in each house was determined for an initial period varying from one

to two weeks, either by a daily measurement at the same time each day

or by the use of a radon integrating unit. At the end of this time,

the weeping tile connection to the basement was sealed. Measurements

of radon concentration were continued for a further minimum period of

two weeks before the seal was removed. Measurements then continued for

a minimum of one week to see if concentrations returned to the original

level.
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For the first group, the program was continued by sealing the

drain with plastic foam by-pass units, and continuing monitoring for

a minimum of two weeks. At that time a decision was made to:

(a) replace the foam with a new drain, or

(b) remove the foam and list the house for remedial action, or

(c) continue with the foam and caulk or tape cracks.

For the second group, inflatable plumbers' balls are being used

to close the weeping tile connection to the sumps, and the drains have

been sealed with foamed by-pass units. A test group of two houses

was used to develop the materials and methods used above.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Results of Demonstration Program

The results of the program tj date are summarized in the\able below:

Satis-
No.of factory Partial . Slight

Connection

Test Group

Drain

Group 1

Drain
Sump

Group 2

Drain
Sump

Special Group

Untrapped weeping tile
sump with untrapped
drain to sewer

Standard drain

Slab on grade-no
weeping tile connection

Untrapped weeping tile
to soak away

Slab on grade open
service entry

Houses

2

9
2

12
2

1

1

1

1

1

Reduction f

1

3
2

(Plumbers'
balls)
5

1

-

-

-

tedi

A

-

-

1

-

No
Effect
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4.2 Comments On Special Group

A detailed examination of a slab-on-grade house revealed that

the connection from the furnace to the underslab heating ducts is

made by an internal plenum which passes through a hole in the slab

to connect, in a not-too-airtight manner, with the underfloor ducts.

About 1/4 inch clearance exists between the furnace plenum and the

slab, providing an excellent route of entry for underslab soil gases.

Further examination will take place after the heating season is over.

The house with a standard weeping tile connection to the floor

drain is of interest. No reduction in WL's was recorded with the

use of inflatable plumbers' balls or with a foamed by-pass on the

floor drain. The WL's dropped from 0.067 to 0.018 following caulking

by the slab/wall junction, and rose from 0.010 WL to 0.134 WL when the

floor drain by-pass was removed.

Taping of wall cracks has proved ineffective in reducing WL's,

suggesting that they are not a major entry route.

4.3 Summary of Demonstration Program

Of the 127 houses in the test group and groups 1 & 2, 19 showed

some reduction and 8 showed no reduction. In the special program one

house responded to caulking after the drain had been blocked without

result. Two slab on grade houses remain to be examined after the

heating season is over.

5. CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING THE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM

It would appear that a reduction in radon daughter WL's to near

background lpvels can be obtained by closing off soil gas routes into

houses. The major routes seem to be the weeping tile connection, followed

by the slab periphery crack. Wall cracks do not appear to be a factor,

but this must be checked as other openings are closed off.
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As a general conclusion it can be stated that if a basement

were made air-tight relative to the ground, it appears there would be

no problem.

Further investigation will be needed for houses with block base-

ments. The walls are prone to cracking, and these cracks may be of

more significance as an entry route than in the case of concrete walls.

The hollow interconnected cells will form a network of pathways into

the basement.

6. REMEDIAL WORK

Based on the successful results obtained in the demonstration

program by closing floor drains, four houses have been chosen for

preliminary remedial work. The floor drains are being replaced by a

composite trap providing a water seal between the weeping tile and the

basement air (see Fig. 3). The experience gained from these installations

will be used to prepare documents for tender.

7. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

During the presentation at the Workshop, the following additional

points were brought out in answer to questions or discussions and

are included here for completeness.

7.1 Test Results

Sufficient results were available to present records on all 18

houses in Group 2. The table now reads:

Satisfactory Partial Slight Nil
1

5 1 5
1 - 1

10 2 8

Group
Test

1

2

TOTAL

* Plumber's

Connection
Weepîno Tile

Drain
* Drain

Sump
Drain
Sump

Balls

Number of
Houses S

2
9
2
16
2

31

atisfa
1
3
2*
5

11
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7.2 Summary of Demonstration Program

In view of the additional records available for Group 2, the

results are adjusted so that (of 31 houses in the Test Group and Groups

1 and 2) 23 showed some reduction and 8 showed no reduction.

7.3 Remedial Hork

The number of houses which have had the floor drain replaced is

now six. Results to date yield average WL values which are below the

0.020 criterion in all of these cases. In Elliot Lake, where the

external radon source has not been distributed and entry routes are

relatively short, the time required for an alternative entry route to

become established, if it is going to become established, should also

be short.

7.4 Graphical Results

Graphs showing ML survey results for three houses were presented

at the Workshop as illustrative examples and are now added as Figures

4, 5 and 6 of this presentation. They show, respectively,two effective

demonstrations and one, No. 50, which obviously still has a significant

route of radon entry.



FROM EXTERIOR
WEEPING TILE

FLOOR
DRAIN

CONCRETE ?lOORV

V- W .1/

FIGURE 1
TYPICAL WEEPING TILE CONNECTION AT FLOOR DRAIN



FLOOR DRAIN. -BUTYL CAULKING

PAPER STOPPER >-F0AM PLUG —. .' . T CONCRETE FLOOR SLAB

FROM EXTERIOR
WEEPING TILE

TO MAIN HOUSE SEWER

1 3/4." PLASTIC PIPE
BY-PASS INSERT

FIGURE 2
FOAMEO-IN-PLACE BLOOR DRAIN BY-PASS



ÇEXISTING CONCRETE FLOOR SLAB

FROM EXTEilOR
WEEPING TILE

• ••I
FLOOR
DRAIN

r WATER SEAL

REMOVABLE SAMPLING PORT

' '.NEW CONCRETE
; ;.' FLOOR SLAB

TO MAIN

HOUSE SEWER

c
FIGURE 3

NEW FLOOR DRAIN



.100
HOUSE IDENTIFICATION CODE 104

I

N2I NZ8 D5 DIZ 013 026 JZ J9 JI6 JZ3 J30 F6 F!3 F20 FE7 !.'c M1;

•1977- • 1 9 7 8 -

LEGENO

DRAW PLUGGED
(PLUMBER'S BALL)

DRAIN PLUGGED
I (FOAM)

I WALL/FLOOR
' CRACK SEALED

| WALLCRACKS
i TAPED

DRAIN
REPLACED

REMEDIAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
RADON DAUGTHER MONITORING (WL) OF PROPOSED FIXES

FIGURE 4



.100
HOUSE IDENTIFICATION CODE 18

N2I N28 05 012 DI9 026 J2 J9 JI6 J23 J30 FS FI3 F20 F27 Vc

3RAIN PLUG3E0
(PLUM3ÎRSBALL)

DRAIN PLUGGED
(FOAM)

WALL/FLOOR t f t K S W M WALL CRACKS |— 1 i>"«-<
CRACK SEALED B S g $ S a S 3 TAPED I 1 SEPuACEO

I

O

REMEDIAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
RADON DAUGHTER MONITORING (WL) OF PROPOSED FIXES

FIGURE 5



.100
HOUSE IDENTfFICATION CODE 50

F20 F27 M6 MIS

LEGEND
DRAIN PLUGGED
(PLUMBERS BALL)

i DRAIN PLUGGED
I (FOAM)

i WALL/FLOOR
> CRACK SEALED

I WALL CRACKS
TAPED

DRAIN
REFLACED

REMEDIAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
RADON DAUGTHER MONITORING (WL) OF PROPOSED FIXES

FIGURE 6
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W. Findlay (Acres) ; "Remedial Action in Elliot Lake"

Questions and Answers:

1. What about testing theory by cutting some holes in the basement

of a house that shows a low radon daughter concentration to see what

will happen?

An interesting thought, but such a test has not been done.

2. What other ports of entry might there be?

Under the furnace and bathroom fixtures where the basement

floor is unfinished, or badly cracked as result of plumbing

installations. Also under wslls where 2 X 4's are nailed into floor,

and in general where openings may be hidden by internal construction.
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Wednesday March 8/78

M.K. Leung (Keith Consulting Limited): "Remedial Work at Uranium City"

There are four approaches taken as remedial action in Uranium

City: 1. Sealants

2. Natural ventilation

3. Sub-floor ventilation

4. Filtration

1. Sealants : In preparing the basement for coating with sealants,

walls ?nd floors were sanded then cleaned with a vacuum. On the

floor, two coats of epoxy were applied, then one coat of fine

granular quartz w*s laid down, (this was to allow for wear and tear

of epoxy coatings) this was then followed by more epoxy. On the

walls three coats of epoxy were applied. The results from this method

have not been totally satisfactory and further work and experimentation

are required.

2. & 3. Natural and sub-floor ventilation: Both of these methods

are being experimented with, and results to date are not significant.

One problem is getting air to circulate.

4. Filtrationt This method employs the use of electrostatic

précipitators. Initially the filtering of the air in non-residential

properties had been successful. However, the system is not foolproof,

as for example it has not been possible to clean filters pfter initial

use. Radon levels are again on the rise.
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Questions and Answers:

1. What kind of success are you getting or expect to get with the

filter (electrostatic précipitators) units?

The filtration units seem to work in some cases. Hopefully

any problems can be overcome with the regeneration of filters.

2. Can you adapt filter units to furnace?

This has not been tried as yet.

3. With regards to poor air circulation from basement, with respect

to ventilation systems, how ?bout putting some electrical heaters

in?

This has not been tried as we have been trying to avoid high

costs.

5. How about putting in an exhaust fan?

This has not been tried.

6. How about cutting holes in internal walls to allow for cross

ventilation?

There is not enough room to allow for holes in basement wall.

7. What about seasonal variation in Radon levels?

Answered by A. Scott (DSMA) - We have not noted any significant

seasonal variation on a house to house basis.

\
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RADON/WORKING LEVEL PROFILE
Glen Case

James F. MacLaren Limited
Port Hope. Ontario

The validity of a single grab sample as a 4rv£ representation of an entire structure S

long term average has always been one of serious doubt. In order to provide more

useful data representing various structure conditions, a technique has been

developed by J.Tell Tappan as part of the Grand Junction, Colorado Uranium Mill
i>en,crt<«\ /?&•»!(*% Program.

Tailings. This technique incorporates a collection of simultaneous radon pnd

•working level samples collected at various locations during various use and ventilation

conditions. This procedure highlights any radon and/or working level gradients

within the structure, and also provides a measurement of the ralativeequilibrium

between the parent radon and radon daughters.

It should be clearly stated at the outset that the intent of this radon/working level

profile is not to replace the integrating sampler but to emulate the results of such

an integrated sampling technique. In the past, integrating methods such as the TLD

sampler have been much more readily accepted by regulatory agencies as > measure

of long term averages.

However, there are several factors which must be considered from the point of view

of the Remedial Work Program Manager.

TIME - It is established that a profile can be completed on a structure in 24 hours,

fhe time required for integrated TLD sampling may vary from several weeks to a

year. As a Program Manager it is important to Quickly establish whether a

property qualifies as a remedial works candidate and secondly to establish quickly
\

whether or not his remedial works have been successful.
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I
COST - The estimated cost for each profile is $60 to $90 a«* compared to $1, 000

for integrated TLD sampling.

LOCATION - The radon profile can be applied to an entire structure. Integrated

| TLD sampling in most cases is limited to one room over a period of unknown

1 structure use and ventilation conditions.

| QUALITY OF RESULTS - In a comparison of radon/Working level profiles with

integrated TLD data, an accuracy of within 90-95?r was achieved in Colorado for

residential-type structures based on two years data.

Results for industrial structures are somewhat less; 75-807', but this can be

easily explained when one considers the nature of the structure and the unu«ual

ventilation conditions which may exist.

It should be noted at this point that to date our own results both in Por. Hope and

Deloro appear to be quite valid and the reproducibility of these results appears to

be good.

The following sections deal witii the sampling techniques and the application of

the results to the structure's radon profile.

1. N.H.P.Q. Radon Profile
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GRAB SAMPLING TECHNIQUE

Following a standard ^ell-regimented procedure, the radon investigation

team begins sampling of the structure.

The weather conditions are noted:

1. Barometric pressure

2. Outside Air Temp.

3. Wind speed and direction

4. Precipitation

5. Cloud cover

6. Interior Relative Humidity

7. Time of day

The structure conditions are noted:

1. Structure type « frame, brick, mobile home,

2. Foundation type and condition;

3. Basement floor type and condition •

4. Floor drains
»

5. Heating system type (on or off)'

6. Activity in structure - none, cleaning, sweeping, dusting', smoking!

— i

7. Sketch of structure -'each floor and sample locations ,'

8. Use of structure - if necessary by room — . workshop, garage, etc.



SAMPLE LOCATION 4r •%

With these condition» in mind the structure i i divided into ouadrants or

sec t ions which ar© i n - t h e m s e l v e s sub> structure H - each with i t s own

particular set of characteristics. "');- / . ' # , > » , t , ' i . ,
.••• • •• : \ % / / • ' - - / / , • • f4

• In a typical home this might beSthe furnished and unfurnished halves of the''
i

basement; living room, dining room a* kitchen and bedroom areas of the

main floor. In each of these areas samples are taken - for radon

gas and for radon daughter concentrations < Working Vsvels)

r : ^
; RADON GAS SAMPT.TTMr,

Radon gas levels are measured using an Eberline SAC-5 syqtem. This unit

consists of a portable sealer coupled with a 5" diameter photomultiplier tube.

Filtered air samples are collected in 500 ml scintillation cells. The sample

collection works on a flow-through basis. Air is drawn through a glass fibre

filter (to remove any particulate daughter products) and is then allowed to flow

through the scintillation cell. A small portable rechargeable air pump moves

the air at a now-rate of approximately 3 1/min. The air is allowed to

flow through the radon sample train for approximately one minute - thin allowing

six air changes in «|». The cell is then sealed and allowed to decay for four hours.

Thi» decay period is to allow the radon to reach equilibrium w th its daughter

products. The cells are then 'counted" using a factor of 2. 3 counts per minute

equalling 1 pCi/1 of radon..
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At the same time and location as the radon sample, a radon daughter or Working

Level - sample is taken.

A constant volume pump is used to draw 30 1/min of air through a 2. 54 cm.

diameter glass fibre filter. The pump is run for five to ten minutes, thereby

filtering 150 to 300 litres of air. After 40 minutes from the mid-time of sampling

the filter is placed in the SAC-5 counter and the alpha radioactivity on the filter

is counted.

After accounting for the counter efficiency and sample volume, the alpha activity

is converted to Working Levels using the appropriate factor - in this case 150.

"f" EQUILIBRIUM FACTOR [

r , . . »• . - ' .:.. •'! 5 ,'-t - , -• .

Using the results obtained from the two sampiings - an'equilibrium "f ' factor

is calculated WL x 100 = "f"
Radon

From our experience in Port Hope, the "f" factor is typically in the range*25 to 0. 35.

After the sampling is completed and the cells and filters counted - the results are

compile4 on the Radon Profile Summary Sheet.
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ADON PPOFTT.F: FIATA SHTTFT j

1. Address -

Name -

Phone -

2, Structure Description

House Construction - Brick, Frame, Mobile Home

Foundation Type - Concrete block, poured concrete, field st*ne

Heating System - Oil, gas, forced air, electric baseboard

Basement Floor - poured concrete, dirt

3. Meteorological Conditions

Date

Condition - night closed/ day open

Time

Relative Humidity

Temp °C

Pressure

Wind

Cloud

Precipitation
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4. Radon Profile Data

Location - in the structure

Condition - night closed/ day open

Hours per week - for the above conditions

Radon - measures in pCi/1

+ "It - error factor

Filtered W. L. -

Equilibrium Factor - W. L. /Rn x 100 « "f"

Estimated W.L. - "f" x Rn. /100 = W.L. (est.)

Time Weighed - night closed W. L. x hours per week =
Estimated working 168
Level

- day open W. L. x hours per week =
168

Time Weight Estimated W.L. = TOTAL

Estimated Time ' Weighfeg - Sum of TimeWt. Est. W.L.
Avg. W. L. No. of Sampling Locations

Review attached example.

re$v (•{> n/C cetw tmcLc/e. Mu/



GRAB SAMPLING (cont'd) _ 52 .

The above rocedure i s typical for the grab sampling technique, but now

these results must somehow be applied to the structure. They cannot be considered

as the only level in the structure.

rep rei
In order to establish exactly what portion of the day these levels l t

*' * £ ' J* 0 *

\, we must look at the sampling conditions., i . r, , '
For a typical structure we can assume that there are two basic modes: Night Closed

and -$9f+ Daytime Open. K ' ' '• ' ' t \j. '" ' /

The Night Closed condition is typically the time when the occupants are asleep,

activity in the home is at a minimum,and the structure's ventilation and

temperature are reduced.

The Daytime Open condition on the other hand occurs when the occupant»are about

their daily activities with doors opening and closing, smoking, cleaning, dusting, etc.

The ventilation rates are however somewhat controlled^by keeping the windows closed

fprior to,and during the actual sampling.

These reduced ventilation rates may not be typical for an active house but they will

jjgeBt more conservative results. ' ^ i

But the structure's conditions are not the only variables that must be monitored.

Meteorological conditions are also very important and should be investigated prior

to sampling. Samples should be taken only when: ,v •}^ 7
\.-'S$ y'

17 ^he barometric pressure is stable, ie, less than 0.1 inch movement in

four hours?
t h e winds are less than 10 m. p. h. \

Brecipitation and humidity are not excessive*
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In order to more easily appreciate these conditions and their relation to a time

weighted average concentration for a structure - a review of a typical profile follows;

The first set of radon and working levels and collected during the day open mode,

usually in the early afternoon -13:00 hours.

Starting in the afternoon allows the sampling team to make the necessary contact

with the homeowner. At this meeting the sampling procedure is explained to the

homeowner, the daily routine for the structure is - .. established and the

sampling points are selected.

Typical Daily Schedule

1. Husband rises first at 7:00

2. Wife prepares breakfast 07-00 - 07:30

3. Children rise at 07: 30

4. Parents retire usually at 11:00 p.m.

Day Open 07:00 am. to 11:00 p.m. 16 hours

Night closed lbOO t̂o 07:00 a.m. 8 hours

24 hours

Day Open 16 hours x 7 days * 112

Night Closed 8 hours x 7 days « 56

.y

Total 168 hours/week

l
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The Day Open samples are collected and arrangements are made to sample the

following morning at 07:00 a.m. This morning sample i<» very critical

and must be taken before any activity in the home commences.

The results and observations are then noted on a Profile Data Sheet.



James F. MacLaren Ltd. - 5 5 -
PADON PFOFILE TATA

Name Phone

Job Ko.

Address

House Construction

Foundation Type

STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION

Heating System _
Basement Floor

P_ajte_Çonditio.n

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
o

Time__i_R,H* .. Temp C. Pressure, Wind _ Cloud_ ̂  Prerip,

i

RADON PROFILE DATA_
Hours

Loc. Per Rn. + Fil tered Equil. Est. Time Wt.
No. Condition Week pCi /I W. L. factor W.L._E s t. "WL. L.

I

1 " -

! . - \

Comments. E_at,
Time Wt.
Avg. W. L
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G. Case (James F. MacLaren Limited): "The Radon Averaging Techniques
Grab Sampling Techniques"

Questions and Answers;

1. Has your program decided on two grab samples?

Yes.

2. What is the difference between different cells and different

companies?

We prefer the Eberline system because of the larger volume

of air sampled. At this point there was a general discussion about

percentage errors and discrepancies in results.

../53
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A. Scott (DSMft): "Instrumentation"

The method employed for sampling Rn and Rn daughters

is the same as that used by the AECB (i.e. utilizing EDA equipment).

For flux measurements » stainless steel basin, was inverted over

hole or crack, incoming gas allowed to accumulate which is then

withdrawn after a known period of time, through a swage-lock

connection. Other methods of sampling are outlined in handout

(Elliot Lake Technical Note No. 1) attached. See page 102.

Questions and Answers ;

1. Were any special procedures used in W.L. sampling?

No attempt was made to optimize W.L.'s.

2. Is concrete a good barrier?

Yes, good concrete is a good barrier. The main ports of entry

appear to be cracks and holes in the concrete.

3. What was your overall accuracy on radon sampling?

20%. All samples were counted after two hours which is

equivalent to 95% equilibrium.

../54
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INSTRUMENTATION AND METHODS USED AT ELLIOT LAKE

Radon/Radon Daughter Counting Equipment

Radon/radon daughter measurements are made with 5 EDA RD-200* counters

supplied by the AECB. These are battery powered photomultiplier units with

built in timer and sealer with a LED display, and can count both scintilation

cells for radon measurements, and 2.5 cm diameter air filters in an adaptor.

These units were originally set to a single compromise voltage setting to

count both radon and daughters, but are now optimised for either radon or

radon daughter counting. Three units are set to count radon, and two units

to count daughters. One unit is currently being converted by EDA to a dual

voltage high voltage supply so that the instrument can be switched to the

optimum voltage for either radon or daughters.

Measurement Philosophy

Our responsibilities in Elliot Lake are limited to existing housing. As

these houses are occupied, it was decided that it would be impracticable to

carry out survey procedures that involved closing houses for many hours before

readings were made, especially as we started in the summer. The approach

adopted was essentially a statistical one, in that the actua" WL to which the

occupants were .exposed would be estimated by taking samples at intervals.

The correctness of this approach rapidly became clear when it was found that

the concentrations measured in a given house often fluctuated by factors of

5 or.moreas shown in fig. 1. These fluctuations were much larger than could

be explained by statistical error in the individual measurements, or by

changes in ventilation conditions. Under these circumstances, the average

value of WL in a building can only be estimated by statistical techniques.

Measurements are usually made in the basement, as conditions are slightly

more stable there than in the rest of the house. They do not differ greatly

from measurements made in other parts of the house during the heating season,

when the furnace fan redistributes air round the house fairly rapidly. In

* EDA Instruments Inc. 1 Thorncliffe Park Drive, Toronto
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the summer, levels upstairs can be much lower than in the basement, as the

ventilation upstairs is very good when doors and windows are open.

Radon Daughter Measurements (WL Measurement)

Radon daughter-concentrations are estimated by drawing a 3 minute air

sample through a 2.5 cm diameter 0.8 urn pore size Millipore filter at a flow

rate of approximately 13 L/min. . The alpha activity on the filter is counted

by mounting it in an adaptor which holds the filter close to a zinc sulphide

coated scintilator disc, and locates it in front of the photomultiplier tube.

After a delay between 40 to 90 minutes, the filter is counted for 5 minutes

and the WL estimated by the modified Kusnetz method,

Precision and Accuracy

At 0.01 WL, the lower limit of interest, typically 100 counts are registered

in 5 minutes, so the standard deviation of the estimate of WL is approximately

10% for values near the criterion. Higher precision could be obtained by

counting for a longer period, or by taking a larger air sample, but there

would not be a significant increase in accuracy. The inherent systematic

uncertainty in the estimate of WL by the Kusnetz method is of the order of

5%, and the air flow through a filter produced by a given pump can vary by

7-10% from run to run and day to day. This variation is probably caused by

fluctuations in mains voltage, and cannot be eliminated easily.

Radon Measurements

All radon measurements are made using metal scintilation cells fitted

with one or two swagelock valves. These cells are made by EDA, and have

a volume of 155 cm , and the nominal system efficiency is 1 count/minute

equals 0.25 pCi radon In the cell.

An interval of at least two hours is allowed between taking a radon

sample and counting the cell for 10 minutes to allow the daughters to reach

equilibrium on the walls. A correction for the decay of radon is applied
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if the interval between sampling and counting is greater than 8 hours.

Cells are flushed with at least 7 cell volumes of nitrogen as soon

as possible after counting, to minimize the diffusion of radon into the

scintilation coating on the interior of the cell. Flushed cells are usually

left overnight for the daughters to decay, and then checked for background count

rate. Cells with more than 2 counts/min. are reflushed and recounted

four hours later.

Precision and Accuracy

At 2 pCi/L,(the radon concentration equivalent to the lower limit

of interest of 0.01 WL)a counting time of 10 minutes gives a standard deviation

of the estimate of radon concentration of approximately 30%. This is

acceptable as radon measurements at low concentrations are not the prime

means of investigation. Higher precision could be obtained by counting for

a longer period, but even a counting time of 30 minutes would only halve

the standard error. There is a systematic uncertainty in that cell calibration

factors have not been determined for each cell.

A standard 0.1 microgram Radium radon solution and bubbler have been set

up, and calibration and comparison of cells will start shortly. When this

work has been completed, the counting period for cells used to measure low

concentrations may be extended to 30 minutes.

Measurement Techniques

The techniques listed below all require radon gas measurements - not all

of them at low concentrations.

Radon in Room Air

Measurements of the radon concentration in room air are usually made

at the same time as a Working Level measurement. A two valved lucas cell

is placed in the suction line between the pump and air filter so air passing

through the filter also passes through the lucas cell. As the cell volume
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represents only 0.5S of flow, the radon concentration measured by this

method is the average concentration over the last second sampling.

Measurements of the radon concentration of the air in floor drains

and sumps were made-with evacuated lucas cells, usually single valved ones.

The cell was evacuated to 12 cm Hg, and air from the sample area was admitted

to the cell through a filter mounted on a quick-connect valve. This enables

samples to be taken from small volumes of air with minimum disturbance.

The average concentration of radon in seme houses is estimated by use

of a sampling system consisting of a pump with a nominal flow rate of 0.4

litre/hour, and a 40 litre aluminized polyester collector bag, all mounted

in a garbage can. Room air is pumped into the bag continuously, and the

average radon concentration over a period of several days is determined by

measuring the radon concentration in the bag, and applying a correction factor

for the decay of radon during the sampling period. This is described in the

attached technical note - 'Sample Bag Radon Averaging Units'.

Radon Flux

Measurements of the radon flux through basement wall and floor surfaces

were made by measuring the change of radon concentration inside a stainless

steel or aluminum dishpan sealed to the surface with a butyl rubber sealant.

Each pan was fitted with a swagelock valve, and a clip to hold it onto a

spring loaded support pole if required. The ratio of surface to volume

was such that a change of 1 pCi/L in the concentration inside the pan
2

represented a radon flux of 100 pCi/m .

Pans were sealed to a surface and left for approximately one hour before

the radon concentration was measured by attaching an evacuated lucas cell

to the quick-connect valve.

Radon Efflux

The rate at which gas containing radon passes through a wall or floor
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crack, or through a drain, is termed the efflux rate. Unlike the flux

rate, which applies only to diffusion limited processes, efflux measures

the total radon flow into an area. The measurement must be carried out

with as little disturbance to the forces producing flow as possible, and so

an efflux can^unlike a flux can, is open to the air. The connectors used are

large enough to allow considerable airflows at minimal pressure drops.

Measurements of the radon concentration in the can are made at intervals,

and the efflux rate is then estimated from the initial rate of change of

concentration.

We have two different cans, a 90L metal garbage can to cover drains

and sumps, and a 3.4L unit fabricated from guttering to cover wall and floor

cracks, and the crack at the wall-floor joint. The units are taped in place

with duct or masking tape, as an airtight seal is not required.

Radon in Soil Gas

Two methods are used to estimate the radon content of soil gas. These

are manually driven soil probes, and also perforated liners placed in

machine augered bore-holes.

A soil probe is a 0.8 cm (5/36 inch) diameter steel rod, 1 m long, passed

down the centre of a closely fitting steel tube. These are driven into the

ground as a unit by a captive hammer, and the centre shaft removed, leaving

an unobstructed tube down into the soil. A plastic tube is sealed to the

top of the steel soil probe tube, and about 500 cm of soil gas is

withdrawn through a two valved lucas cell, by a hand pump. The cell

is protected against moisture by an in-line container of drying agent and

a 0.8 urn in-line filter. The soil probes are hard to use in areas where the

soil is very stoney, as they may not penetrate. In clay, compacted, or wet

soils, an adequate gas sample may be difficult to draw from the non-porous

soil, though such a result is useful evidence in itself.
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Liner tubes have been placed in some bore-holes that were drilled

at locations around town to provide information on the soil and fill around

houses. These tubes are of heavy plastic with perforated walls, and are

3 inches (7.5 cm) diameter, about 8 feet (2.5 m) long, and are covered at

the upper end by a push-on cap. Their purpose is to prevent the drilled

holes from caving in and to ensure access to the hole over a period of time.

Air samples are withdrawn from the interior of the liner by removing

the cap, lowering a 3 foot (1 m) tube into the liner, and withdrawing about
3

500 cm of air through a lucas cell with a hand pump. If there is water in

the liner tube, a sair.ple is also taken for dissolved radon measurement.

Dissolved Radon

Dissolved radon measurements are made using an EDA RDU-200 radon extraction
3

unit, which consists of a 130 cm bubbler tube with a fritted glass bottom,

a needle valve, a tube of drying agent, and a lucas cell. The system is

evacuated to 12 cm Hg, and air admitted to the system through the bubbler tube.

As the bubbles rise through the water, they strip out dissolved radon.

The flow rate into the system is controlled with the needle valve. When

the system reaches atmospheric pressure, the lucas cell is removed, and

counted in the usual way. At a flow rate of about 10 cm air/minute, the

extraction efficiency is estimated to be 80%. The unit must be flushed with

air between each measurement for radon remaining in the piping from high

activity samples analyzed can give misleading results. Samples analyzed included

domestic drain water, ground water, and water samples from bore-holes.

Emanating Radium Content of Soil

Emanating radjium in soil is estimated by drying 300 g samples of soil,

and placing the sample in a sealed 4.7 L container for 7 days. At the end

of this period, the radon concentration in the container is measured by

withdrawing a sample into an evacuated lucas cell, and the emanating radium
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content of the sample calculated from the radon content of the can.

Some samples have been checked for emanating thorium content by with-

drawing an air sample from the can, waiting 7 minutes for the thoron gas to

decay and the daughters to attach themselves to the cell walls, flushing

out the radon in the cell, and then counting the cell after a delay of

several hours to allow the radon daughters to decay. The count rates were

not significantly different from background, which indicates that the

emanating thorium content is not sufficient to interfere with measurements

of the radium content.

Summary of Results

Consecutive WL and radon measurements in a house have been found to

be highly variable. The attached graph Fig. 1 shows the fluctuations in

one house where 59 measurements were taken at the same time of day over a

period of three months. The average is clearly well above 0.02 WL, even

though groups of readings would give averages near or below 0.02WL.

The results of the radon flux and other measurements showed that the

radon fluxes from walls and floors were insufficient to produce the observed

radon/radon daughter concentrations in houses. The small radium content (0.2pCi/g)

of the local building materials was shown to be sufficient to produce

the observed fluxes. This work is described in the attached Technical Note -

Radon Diffusion through Concrete1.

The cause of the high radon levels was found to be the entry of soil

gas containing radon into the basement through weeping tile connections to

Internal open drains and sumps, or else through cracks in the walls and floor.
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WORKING LEVEL

CD
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RADON/RADON DAUGHTER CALIBRATION PROBLEMS
EXPERIENCED AT ELLIOT LAKE

Problems with Counting Equipment

General Instrument Theory

Radon and radon daughters are measured by converting alpha particles,

produced during the decay of their atoms, into light flashes. This is done

by a thin layer of zinc sulphide, either on a screen placed in front of a

filter, or else sprayed onto the inside of a lucas cell containing radon.

In either case, the light flashes produced are seen by a photomultiplier (PM)

tube, which converts light into electron pulses, and the electron pulses are

then counted and displayed. The size of the electron pulse for a fixed size

of light flash depends on the high voltage applied to the PM tube, and a

small change in voltage will cause a large change in pulse size.

The PM tube constantly produces small pulses, (thermal noise), and to

prevent these being counted, the counting circuits are preceeded by a

discriminator, which only allows pulses over a certain size to pass. The

effect of this on count rate as voltage is raised is shown in fig. 1. At

low voltages, the electron pulses produced by light flashes in a scintilator

will not be large enough to pass the discriminator, and so those pulses will

not be counted. As the voltage is raised, first the pulses from the largest

flashes and then pulses from progressively smaller flashes become large

enough to pass the discriminator. Finally, all light flashes seen by the

tube produce a pulse large enough to pass the discriminator, and then increasing

the tube voltage will not effect the count rate. The region where the count

rate from a given source is constant, is called the plateau. Changing the

tube voltage in the plateau region only changes the size of the pulses, and

not the number, for all pulses are now large enough to pass the discriminator.

The voltage applied to the tube cannot be increased indefinitely, for

finally the pulse will become too large for the tube to handle properly, and
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each pulse produced by a light flash will be followed by one or more pulses

produced within the tube. The count rate from a constant source will

therefore start to climb when the tube voltage is raised to this level

or higher. Continued operation of the tube in this region will lead to

'fatigue' - a decrease of pulse size even though the voltage is held constant.

Fatigue can also be produced if the pulse rate is high, for it is a function

of the tube current.

Experimental Work

In January 1978, we had 5 RD-200 units on site which had all been

calibrated elsewhere in the previous six months, and had been set to a

voltage at which they would count both filters and cells with good efficiency.

When we received 2 Am - 241 sources from the AECB, we decided to recalibrate

all the counters using the same sources. The Am-241 sources were the same

diameter as the standard air filter, so they would be used to calibrate for

radon daughters, and high but unknown concentrations of radon were available

by sampling the air in a drum containing uranium ore.

As a first step, the plateaus for Am-241 sources in a filter adaptor and

scintilation cells containing radon were determined. Typical results are

shown in the Figure 1. An unexpected result was that the plateau lengths

for the Am-241 sources differed, the source with the highest count rate

always having the longer plateau. Obvious questions were -"did the sources

differ in any way other than count rate?"and"what is the plateau for an actual

air filter?" Spectrometric examination of the sources showed that they were

virtually identical, and additional work showed that the extended plateau

produced by the high activity source was the result of tube fatigue at the

upper end of the plateau, which prevented an increase in count rate at

higher voltages.
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An air sample was taken in a house with a consistently high WL and the

filter left for the standard 40 minutes, which allows the RaC to come to

secular equilibrium with the RaB. A plateau was then run with the filter

as the source. To correct for the source decay during the 20 minutes needed

to carry out measurements, the observed count rate was corrected to the

start of counting using a correction factor based on the half life of

RaB (26.8 min.). The results are shown in figure 2.

Discussion of Fig. 2

The air filter plateau starts at a lower voltage, the 'knee' to the

curve is more gradual, and the plateau ends at a lower voltage than the

Am-241 plateau. One reason for these differences is that the nuclide on

the air filter is RaC1 (Po-214), which emits a 7.7 MeV alpha, whereas the

Am-241 source emits a 5.5 MeV alpha. When RaC1 is the source the light

flashes from the scintilator are on average 1.4 times larger than when Am-241

is the source, and so less photomultiplier tube gain (less voltage) is required

to produce the same size electron pulses in the tube. This explains the

lower start voltage and the shorter plateau. The more gradual knee on the

air filter curve is produced by the much wider distribution of alpha energies

from the air filter. The RaC alphas from the filter have to pass through

a thin layer of atmospheric dust, which scatters them to lower energies, and

so a considerable fraction of the alpha's will have energies below 7.7 MeV.

The Am-241 sources, on the other hand, have an active layer and coating so

thin that very few of the alphas have energies below 5.4 MeV.

This work showed that a Am-241 source was not a very good simulator of

an actual air filter. It also showed that it was very difficult to chose

a voltage that would truely be on both the filter plateau (as opposed to the

Am-241 source plateau), and the radon plateau, unless the discriminator

setting could be changed, or the dynamic range of the PM tube increased. As

neither of these possibilities were immediately open to us, we decided to
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to set 3 machines to count lucas cells, and 2 to count filters.

If all other things were constant, the logical place to operate a

counter would be at a voltage set in the middle of the plateau, for then

large shifts in operating voltage could be tolerated without affecting the

results. Unfortunately not only are some thermal noise pulses produced

by the PM tube large enough to be counted at high voltages, but the

scintilators themselves give off small light flashes - even in the absence

of an alpha particle source. These flashes are caused by'Small amounts of

alpha active materials in or on the scintilators, and by fluorescence

produced by exposure to light.

As all measurements are difference measurements, there is a strong

incentive to reduce these background counts to the minimum practicable

by working at as low a voltage as possible. This will reduce the size

of the pulses from PM tube and fluorescence,and make them too small to

count for they will not pass the discriminator.

The optimum PM tube voltage is therefore close to the lower end of

the plateau, for a higher voltage will not improve the detection efficiency

of light flashes from a source, and will only increase the background count

rate from thermal noise and the scintilators. For this reason, EDA are

currently modifying the RD-200 so that the PM tube voltage can be switched

from one preset voltage to another. This will enable both filters and lucas

cells to be counted with the optimum voltage in the same instrument. A

calibration procedure is being prepared tosystemise the selection of the

optimum voltage.

Problems with Sample Collection Equipment

Filtered atr samples are taken with a staplex a/c powered pump

fitted with a 0-35 L/min rotameter. Surprisingly, the reading on the pump
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rotameter does not measure the air flow through the system.

The flow rate of air into the system has been measured for a number

of conditions using a large diameter rotometer tube, with a pressure drop

of less than 10 cm water at maximum flow rate. The tube was attached to a

filter holder so that all air entering the system would have to pass through

the tube. Results are summarized below:

Test Condition Flow Into System Pump Rotameter Reading
L/Min L/Min

no filter, no cell 25 30

Millipore filter alone 15 22.5.

Millipore filter + lucas cell 12.5 20

Repeated measurements showed that the flow rate varied - 1 L/min from

run to run and day to day. There was some indication that the porosity of

filters also varied from batch to batch. The overall uncertainty in flow

rate for individually calibrated pumps is of the order of 7%. If the flow

rate changes with filter batch, the uncertainty can be as high as 10%. If

the pump rotameter reading is used to estimate the flow rate, the volume of

air sampled is about 652! ibf the estimated volume. The reason for ths difference

is that the pump rotameter is operating at a pressure well below atmospheric,

and so the volume flow rates in the system are much larger than those at

the standard conditions for which the rotameter is calibrated. As the

rotameter tends to measure the volume flow, at low pressures it will read

much higher than the equivalent mass flow.

The moral of this is clear, if you measure pump flow rates, measure

them with a low pressure drop device either at the entrance to the system

or at the exit, where the measurement can be carried out at near standard

conditions. For a detailed discussion of this point, there is an excellent

article by D.K. Craig in Health Physics, Vol. 21 pp 332-335 1971.
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G. Mallory (Spectrum Engineering); "Field Survey of Radon in Soil Gas"

The results of this survey are published in Technical

report No. SE 294R31 the conclusions of which are attached.

The technique used was similar to that employed by DSMA but

with one major difference (see discussion below). It was. also found

that water will affect the rate that radon gas diffuses to ground

level as it tends to act as a sealant to gases. Reduced atmospheric

pressure also appears to influence higher radon levels.

Questions and Answers:

1. What was the difference between Spectrum testing and DSMA testing?

The concentrations measured by Spectrum were that of radon

gas in the holes made by the probe and after dilution by ambient

air. DSMA soil gas measurements were a more direct indication

of gas present in the soil.
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Suction Line (151ml)
0.8 pn f i l ter

Radon Counter
(177 ml)

-4 k-

Total Volume of sampling loop » 434 n l
Gas flow per pump stroke « 51.5 ml
Effective Volume of Detector * 145 ml

Cell

5/8" diamter sampling hole (60 ml)

FIGURE 3.1 Apparatus for measuring Radon Concentration in Soil Gas
(System Volumes in parentheses)



CONCLUSIONS 7 8

Gamma radiation levels at 1 m above the ground were measured
along each of the 14 survey lines. The levels varied from
6 to 60 pr/h with the exception of readings along Garbage
Road where levels up to 500 yr/h were recorded.

In excess of 200 radon tests were conducted on 155 lots
of the proposed 173 lot subdivision. For future identifi-
cation a two foot stake bearing the test site identity
number was installed at each test site.

Three areas comprising 17% of the lots surveyed, with
soil radon concentrations in excess of 70 pCi/1, are
identified. The average radon concentration on the re-
maining 83% of the lots was 22 pCi/1. These readings are
compared with radon concentrations of 80 pCi/1 in soil
near a group of houses in the Neighbourhood 2A subdivision
which had an average indoor radon level of 0.052 WI».

There is not sufficient data to establish a correlation
between soil radon and indoor radon concentrations. Thus
it is not yet possible to predict probable indoor radon
levels in houses built on this subdivision.

Further soil gas tests should be carried out in conjunction
with indoor radon/radon daughter measurements after con-
struction of houses. These results, in conjunction with
the data in this report from the pre-development survey,
could provide a basis for a correlation between indoor
radon levels and soil radon levels before and after devel-
opment. Test data could also be taken to provide infor-
mation on the effect of construction activities such as
blasting of rock, displacement of overburden and addition
of fill.
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•'Al.2 Solutions to Decay Equations

IA For two successive 1-minute counts, eqn (viii) becomes

C (0,1) « 1.1055 Ro + 0.7016 TQ

{ C (1,2) « 1.2872 RQ + 0.3294 TQ

, or RQ 1.30 C(l,2) - 0.61 C(0,l)

T Q = 2.39 C(0,l) - 2.05 C(1,2) Eqn. 2

J B For three successive 1-minute counts, eqn (viii) becomes

i C (0,1) = 1.1055 RQ + 0.7016 T o

C (1,2) - 1.287 Ro + 0.3294 TQ

I C (2,3) - 1.432 Ro + 0.1546 TQ

One possible solution for this over-determined sVstem is

RQ = 0.68C(2,3) + 0.25 C(l,2) - 0.2? C(0,l)

T o = -1.38 C(2,3) + 0.03 C(l,2)+ 1.72 C(0,l) Eqn. 3

C For two successive two minute counts (or four 1-minute
counts) we have

C (0,2) = 2.3923 RQ + 1.0310 To

C (2,4) = 2.9789 RQ + 0.2272 TQ

or RQ » 0.41 C(2,4) - 0.09 C(0,2)

ïo = 1.18 C(0,2) - 0.95 C(2,4) Eqn. 4

D For a two minute count followed by a 3-minute count,equation
(viii) becomes

2.39 Ro + 1.03 TQ

4.62 RQ + 0.26 T Q

0.25 C(2,5) - 0.06 C(0,2)

1.12 C(0,2) - 0.58 C(2,5) Eqn. 5

c
c
or

( 0 ,

( 2 ,

R o

T o

2)

5)
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PLATEAU CHARACTERISTICS AND CALIBRATION
OF FLOW-THROUGH RADON CELLS

INTRODUCTION'

The Department of National Health and Welfare has been

involved in the measurement of radon and radon daughter products

in the homes and buildings of communities located near uranium

mining and non-uranium mining areas. The procedures used by the

Department have been described in the proceedings of a meeting

convened by the Nuclear Energy Agency * .

In the measurement of radioactivity, it is of utmost

important that the detectors be stable and calibrated for efficiency.

Because of the inherent difficulty of accurately calibrating radon

scintillation cells in the field, the Radiation Protection Bureau has

chosen to do this in the laboratory and to use long-lived check

sources in the field to verify stable day-to-day counting efficiencies.

A detector system with a long and flat plateau (minimal change in

counting rate over a. large rant, of voltages applied to the detector)

contributes greatly to reliability.

This report presents the results of plateau measurements

made on eight Model RD-200 Radon Detectors manufactured by EDA

Instruments, Inc. The scintillatioi. were produced by the following

sources: (1) .known amounts of radon-222 in equilibrium with its daughters

in Lucas cells, (2) radon in equilibrium with its daughters in flow-

through scintillation cells manufactured by EDA Instrument . Inc., (3)

radon and its daughters in equilibrium with radium-226 in intimate contact
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with ZnS, and (4) americium-241 on a silver disc (simulating

short-lived radon daughters on filter paper) placed just above a

disc of ZnS on Mylar.

It will be shown that acceptable plateau characteristics

may be obtained from all of these sources for the detectors tested.

Moreover, contrary to the reports of others, a single operating

voltage which satisfies all four plateaux can be selected and used

for the measurement of radon scintillation cells as well as radon

daughters on filter paper.

Having selected the optimum operating voltage for the

PM tube, it is still necessary to calibrate the scintillation cells

for detector efficiency. The method used for a large number of

flow-through type radon cells is presented and the results discussed.

PROCEDURE

(a) Selection of Operating Voltage

The detectors used in this study are Model RD-200 Radon

Detectors manufactured by EDA Instruments, Inc. These consist

of a one-inch diameter photomultiplier tube in a light-tight

compartment coupled to a sealer and timer. An adjustable high

voltage supply which is provided must be set by the operator

to provide maximum stability.

The optimum operating voltage was selected by measuring

the counting rate of a source of scintillations from ZnS as

a function of the ten-turn potentiometer setting. From the
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plateau curves which were obtained for each of the sources

mentioned above, a common voltage setting was chosen which

was on the horizontal region of all curves.

(b) Calibrai.; of Scintillation Cells

(i) Lucas Type Cells

Scintillation cells of the type originally described by
to)

Lucas v ' were obtained from Johnston Laboratories, Inc.,

Baltimore, Md. As these cells have only one filling port

controlled by a stop-cock, they must be evacuated and the

vacuum maintained until a grab sample is taken.

All of the Lucas cells were calibrated by filling with

known amounts of radon de-emanated from standard solutioris of

radium-226 obtained from the U.S. National Bureau of Standards.

The counting rates were measured after equilibrium with the

short-lived daughters had been reached. Although high accuracy

is obtained by this method, it is time-consuming because a

period of known in-growth of radon from radium is required and

only one cell can be filled from each de-emanation.

(ii) EDA Flow-through Cells

To avoid the need to maintain a vacuum in cells with only

one filling port, cells with a second port and a down-tube for

flow-through operation were obtained from EDA Instruments, Inc.

Each of the ports was fitted with a single end shut-off

"Swagelok" Quick-Connector (Crawford Fittings Canada Ltd.). In
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use, one port was connected to a calibrated air sampling

pump and a filter paper was attached to the other port.

Thus, radon daughter products could be sampled at the same

time that the radon scintillation cell was being continuously

flushed and filled.

Because of the large number of these cells to be calibrated,

it would be too time-consuming to fill each one with known

amounts of radon from the radium-226 standard. Therefore, a

secondary method was chosen in which six EDA cells were

connected together in series with an air sampling pump. The

inlet of the first cell was connected to a large box

(120 cm per side) into which known amounts of radon emanating

from a standard solution wer. allowed to diffuse. The exhaust

from the air pump was returned to the box, creating a closed

circuit. In between the flow-through cells being calibrated,

two calibrated evacuated Lucas cells were connected to the

circuit through T-junctions.

To fill the cells, air from the box was circulated through

the cells for 5 minutes. Just prior to the end of sampling,

the stop-cocks of the Lucas cells were slowly opened in turn

and the cells allowed to fill to atmospheric pressure. All eight

cells were then removed from the circuit and set aside to

allow the radon daughters to reach equilibrium. The cells

were^then counted simultaneously in a specific radon detector.

From the counting rates observed with the calibrated Lucas cells,
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the concentration of radon in the flow-through cells could

be calculated. The detection efficiencies of these cells

were then readily calculated. The entire calibration was

carried out in duplicate for each cell.

(c) Intercomparison of Radon Detectors

During preliminary calibrations of the flow-through cells,

it was noted that the detection efficiency depended upon the

radon detector which was used. To evaluate this variation,

eight cells were connected in series and filled with radon in

air. After equilibrium had been reached, each cell was counted

in eight separate radon detectors to determine the detection

efficiency of a given scintillation cell/radon detector

combination.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(a) Plateaux Measurements

The plateau curves obtained for eight RD-200 radon detectors

are shown in Figures 1-8. The curves labelled "Rn-222" are

for radon in equilibrium in EDA flow-through cells. In Figures 5

and 8, plateaux for Lucas cells are shown for comparison. The

start and the end of each plateau and the length for each

of the three sources of scintillations are summarized in

Table I.

The most striking feature common to all of the detectors

tested is that they all show a plateau region for response
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to radon in the flow-through cells. In contras4" to the response

to a uniformly thin source of a single alpha energy (americi'jm-241 ),

the p-lateaux are shorter in length and start at higher voltages.

Even in the worst case (No. 1192), however, the plateau is

more than 75 volts in length. Moreover, the operating voltage

is on the plateau for response to a radium-226 source; In

general, the plateaux were at least 100 volts long for both

radon in cells and americium-241 with a scintillator disc. In

one exceptionally gocd case (No. 1178, Figure 3), the plateaux

extended over more than 300 volts.

From the results presented, it is evident that for each

of the eight detectors tested, a single operating voltage may

be selected for stable response to both radon in cells and

radon daughters collected on filter paper. The voltage range

common to both plateaux is sufficiently long to accommodate any

gradual changes which may occur during field operations.

(b) Detection Efficiency of Cells

The efficiency of detecting radon-222 in equilibrium with

its short-lived daughters using EDA flow-through cells counted

with RD-200 radon detectors is summarized in Table II. In

this tabulation, the efficiency in cpm/pCi of radon is given

for a particular cell/dcactor combination. From the

efficiencies observed with different cells for a given detector,

it is evident that there is a variability from cell to cell.
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This is most probably due to non-uniformity of depositing

the ZnS coating and to differences in the optical transmission

and coupling of the scintillations.

The highest efficiency observed was 4.1 cpm/pCi, or, 61%

of the maximum efficiency possible and very close to the

efficiency of 4 cpm/pCi initially estimated. In contrast,

however, the poorest combination showed an efficiency of only

1.6 cpm/pCi. As a comparison, the average efficiency of

conventional Lucas cells was 4.6 cpm/pCi with only minor

differences from cell to cell.

The changes in detection efficiencies which are due to

the radon detector alone are shown in Table III. For a given

scintillation cell, the overall efficiencies observed with

eight different detectors are shown in each row. It is apparent

that some detectors are less efficient than others. For example,

all of the 9 cells showed low efficiencies when paired with

detector No. 1170. This series of measurements also showed that,

occasionally, a low detection efficiency may be attributed

largely to a poorly made cell. Such is the case for cell Ho. 21,

which gave poor responses with all of the detectors.

CONCLUSIONS

The plateau curves presented for the model RD-200 radon

detectors have been shown to have low slopes and lengths sufficient

for stable operation under field conditions. Of most significance, it
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was found that a single operating voltage could be readily selected

for the measurement of both radon scintillation cells and radon

daughters on filter paper.

Measurements of the detection efficiency of flow-through

type radon scintillation c-lls manufactured by EDA Instruments, Inc.,

showed an undesirably high variation from cell tc cell and detector

to detector. Although efficiencies as high as 4.1 cpm/pCi were

obtained for optimum cell/detector combinations, they were as low

as 1.6 cpm/pCi for poor combinations. It is very important, therefore,

to calibrate a given cell with a given detector and to use them only in

known pairs.
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ADDENDUM

* As a follow-up after the Workshop, the plateau was measured
using a source of americium-241 which gave 15,000 cpm. No significant
difference was noted in the response curve, indicating that the detector
was able to respond correctly to at least this counting rate.
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TABLE I

Plateau Characteristics of Radon Detectors
for Various Sources

Detector
Nos.

0987

1170

1178

1191

1192

1198

1027

1212

Americium-241 •

Voltage

475-700

550-650

400-800

500-700

-

500-625

625-775

500-800

Length*

225

100

400

200

125

150

300

Radium-226

Voltage

525-700

450-650

450-800

550-700

500-625

450-600

550-775

575-750

Length*

175

200

350

150

125

150

225

175

Radon-222 and
Daughters

Voltage

625-750

525-625

550-850

575-675

550-625

525-650

650-775

600-700

Length*

125

100

300

100

75

125

125

100

* Plateau length in volts
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TABLE II

Efficiency (cpm/pCi) of Flow-through Cells
With reference to Individual Radon Detectors

Cell
No.

50

51

52

53

54

55

57

58

59

RD-1198

3.5

3.2

2.9

3.3

3.3

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

Cell
No.

89

90

92

93

95

96

97

98

99

RD-1192

3.7

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.9

4.1

3.6

3.6

3.8

Cell
No.

177

182

184

185

186

187

192

193

196

RD-1212

2.8

2.8

3.0

3.0

3.3

2.8

2.9

3.0

3.2

Cell
No.

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

75

76

RD-1191

Z.9

3.0

3.2

3.6

3.5

2.8

3.0

3.5

3.5

Cell
No.

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

RD-1178

2.1

1.7

1.6

1.8

1.6

2.4

2.6

2.4

:.7



TABLE I I I
Intel-calibration Efficiency

Measurements of the Flow-through Cells

Cell
No.

21

29

32

59

73

96

99

196

199

0987

1.6

4.6

4.5

4.5

4.0

4.7

4.3

4.6

2.5

1027

1.7

3.7

3.6

3./

3.3

3.6

3.3

3.7

2.2

Radon

1170

1.7

2.1

2.4

2.3

1.7

2.0

1.7

2.1

2.5

Detector Number

1178

2.1

2.6

2.9

2.2

2.1

2.3

3.5

2.6

2.5

1191

1.7

3.3

2.0

3.5

3.0

3.2

2.8

3.5

2.2

1192

1.9

4.0

4.1

3.9

3.5

4.1

3.8

4.0

2.4

1198

1.7

3.2

3.5

3.5

2.9

3.4

3.2

3.1

2.3

1212

1.7

3.0

3.2

3.2

2.8

2.9

2.8

3.2

2.0
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Figure 3. Plateaux for Detector RD-1178
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Figure 6. Plateaux for Detector RD-1198
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Figure 7. Plateaux for Detector RD-1O27
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Figure 8. Plateaux for Detector RD-1212
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P. Vasudev (Radiation Protection Bureau): "Plateau Characteristics

and Calibration of Flow through Radon Cells"

This topic sparked a lively discussion as some speakers

noted that there were two distinctive plateaus for radon gas and

radon daughters. Thus, in contrast to the presented paper, it is

not believed possible to pick a single operating voltage for both

since the tendency is to overcompensate for one measurement and

undercompensate for the other. This taken with the fact that

counting efficiency varies from one counter to the next would

necessitate the need for two separate voltage settings. A

modification is being made by EDA Electronics to their instruments

to allow for these voltage settings.
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Flux Measurements, a discussion

This discussion was used by Mr. Case of JFM to introduce

three flux sampling techniques used in Port Hope. The techniques

are: (a) Radon flvx sampling train;

(b) Ambient radon in soil sampler:

(c) Concrete block plenum sampling train (for details see

attached dravings).

These techniques are similar in use and application to those used in

Elliot Lake and Uranium City. Mr. A. Scott (DSMA) pointed out that

one must be careful when using the concrete block plenum sampling

train technique, since the plenums tend to form a reservoir for

unnaturally high radon concentrations, a factor already noted by JFM.

In this discussion, Mr. Case also described a radon cell calibration

source used by JFM in Port Hope, the details of which are also

attached.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This Technical Note is issued to document information which is

of sufficient reference value as to merit something more than

transmission by letter, but which is not properly a part of a fully

formal report. The subject of the Note is the pump-and-bag samplers

presently being introduced into the radon survey program at Elliot

Lake.

Since these averaging samplers have not previously been applied

to the radon survey program, a brief description of the units, and

their merits and limitations, appears to be worthwhile.

Concerning the format of a Technical Note, this is seen as

being relatively informal, but sufficiently ordered as to present

a logical picture of the subject. Further such Notes may be issued

in the event that suitable subjects arise.

2. REASONS FOR ADOPTION

The results of a large number of radon, and WL, readings at

Elliot Lake to date shows that readings are very variable. One

reasonably typical house showed values ranging from 0.001 WL to 0.162 WL

in 15 readings, with a logarithmic mean of 0.021 WL. The house next

door varied from 0.006 WL to 0.06 WL, also in 15 readings, with a

log mean of 0.011 WL. The spread of readings throughout the survey

as a whole is comparable to the spread observed at a 'typical1 house.

As a result, it is difficult to conclude, with confidence, that a

given house is or not acceptable on the basis of a reasonable number

of individual readings, or grab samples.

Confidence can, of course, be increased by increasing the number

of grab samples. Unfortunately, a large number of such samples is

expensive, both in terms of man-hours and in terms of schedule.

The best solution to this averaging problem would be an integrating

instrument which continuously read, and recorded, WL values with little

or no attention over a time period of a week or a month. The problem

with thistapproach is that, though the labour costs are low, the

instruments are expensive. That is, one instrument may not be too

costly as a single Item, but if a hundred are required in order to
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survey a number of houses in a reasonable schedule, then the
total capital cost is high.

The bag sampler is attractive in that it avoids the two
extremes of- cost. It is cheap per unit. It does require attention
about twice a week, but this is not a serious manpower requirement.
Its major attraction is that it does give a genuine average value.
Its accuracy is not perfect, but it is adequate for the task and
it is almost certainly better than that of an average of a number
of grab samples.

DESCRIPTION AND COST
The pump-and-bay sampler concept is far from new. It consists

of a low, and constant, volume pump which fills a sample bag over
some period of time. The contents of the sample bag then contain
an average concentration of whatever is of interest during that time,
at least in the case of normal pollutants. The system has been
used successfully for a variety of normal atmospheric contaminants
and was the subject of a report on its use for radon by C.W. Sill
in 1969. A copy of this report is attached for reference.

In the case of an active gas, such as radon, allowance for its
decay must De made. Some error will be inherent in this allowance
because the radon concentrations will vary with time. Both the
allowance and errors are discussed in a following section. A further
error will be introduced if the air pump flow rate varies with time
and so a reliable pump and flow control orifice are required. The
actual flow rate is not important as long as it remains constant and
is low enough as to not overfill the sample bag in the time it is
unattended.

The units presently in use at Elliot Lake consist of a small
pump, a flow control valve or orifice (integral with the pump or
separate) and a collection bag, all mounted in a garbage pail to
form a handy unit. Commercially available, low-volume, battery
operated plumps have been used, but the battery packs have not been
satisfactorily reliable. Simple 110V AC aquarium pumps, with a
pipe restriction to limit airflow, appear to be a better choice.
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Commercially available 5-layer alumim'zed polyvinyl fluoride

collection bags, which have excellent radon retention, have been

adopted and two 40-1 bags will fit inside the garbage can.

The cost of components for the unit is then about:-

Pump $ 15.00

Bags, 2 x $20

Valve

Fittings

Garbage Can

TOTAL - $100.00

4. PROCEDURE FOR USE

The unit is placed in a house for 3 or 4 days, as convenient.

At the end of this time the radon concentration in the bag is

measured using a lucas cell. The bag is emptied, flushed with

nitrogen, and replaced. The average radon concentration is

obtained by applying the appropriate correction factor from the

following section.

This allows the average radon concentration in a house, over

a period of a week, to be measured in only two units, with a

sampling error of less than - 40%. Compared to grab sampling, the

saving in manpower is considerable and the sample includes

evenings, nights and weekends.

5. CORRECTION "OR DECAY OF RADON DURING SAMPLING

If the radon concentration is constant at B Bq(Becquerels)/m ,

and the sampling rate is R m /s, then in a small time dt, we collect

B.Rdt Bq in the bag.

If a time t seconds elapses to the.end of sampling, this amount

of radon will decay by a factor of e" , where A is the decay

constant for radon.

The total activity remaining in the bag after sampling for a

time T seconds

B.Rdt e" H Bq * %^[l - e " *T 1 Bq .
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3
The volume of gas collected is RT m .

and so the concentration of radon in the bag at the end of T seconds

_ B j 1 - e" x7

xT -

for small T , this reduces to

Bq/m3.

B I 1 - (1 - XT ) j Bq/m = B Bq/m - as for a stable gas.

The concentration in th" bag is I ss than B by a factor D where

D • [l - «• *
XT

The value of 1/D (the decay corrsction factor) is shown against various

sampling periods in Table 1.

If the concentration is not constant, the average concentration

calculated from the concentration in the bag will be in error by a

factor depending on when the radon entered the bag. The maximum

error can be estimated by considering two extreme cases, which will

give the maximum possible errors.

CASE 1 All the radon in the bag enters at the start of the sampling

period, and only radon-free air enters the bag for the rest of

the sampling period.

Let S Bq enter the bag at the start of sampling and so, the

concentration in the bag at the end of T seconds will be

Se" xT Bq/m3.

RT

This concentration will be corrected by 1/D to give the estimated

average concentration Â" Bq/m over the sampling period, so

* • -Ssl XT . 1
RT *

The true value of the average concentration A, is

A «_S_
1 RT

Therefore, the average concentration is underestimated by a factor of

- XT_1 - . e~ XT . RT - e

RT 0 S D

The value of this factor 1s shown in Table 1 against various

sampling periods.
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CASE 2 All the radon in the bag enters at the end of the

sampling period, and only radon-free air entered the bag

for the rest of the sampling period. Let S Bq enter the

bag at the end of sampling, and so the concentration in the

bag at the end of T seconds will be

S Bq/m3 .

RT

This concentration will be multiplied by 1/D to give the

estimate average concentration A~ Bq/m over the sample period, so

Â = S t XT

RT 1 - e" x T

The true value of the average concentration A

is A =_S

RT

so the average concentration is overestimated by a factor of

A7A » XT _ I
1 - e "* T D

The value of this factor Is shown in Table 1 against various

sampling periods.
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TABLE 1

Sample Period
(Days)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Decay Correction
Factor
1/D

1.09

1.19

1.30

1.41

1.52

1.64

Extreme
Overestimate

1.09

1.19

1.30

1.41

1.52

1.64

Error Factor
Underestimate

0.91

0.83

0.75

0.68

0.61

0.55
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AN INTEGRATING AIR SAMPLER FOR DETERMINATION
OF 222Rn
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Health Services Laboratory, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Idaho Falls, Idaho
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Abstract—The actual radiological hazard from radon emitted from tailings piles remaining
from processing uranium ores is extremely difficult to assess. Exhalation of radon from the
ground varies markedly with time and is particularly dependent on the condition of the
surface and the prevailing meteorological conditions. Using present techniques, the sampling
required to permit a realistic estimate of the dose sustained by a significant population in a
year's time is economically prohibitive. A sampler has been developed to collect *ir con-
tinuously at 10 ml/min for 48 hr to provide an integrated (ample which can be analyzed to
determine the average radon concentration to which people at lhat location were exposed
during the tame period of lime. A small aquarium aerator pumps filtered air through a precision
needle valve with a digital indicating handle into a collapsible 401. bag made of laminated
j mil Mylar. The pump can be used either directly from an a.c. line or from a battery
with a small power inverter. Each station is resampled at 3-wcek intervals for a calendar
year, amounting to approximately 10% of the total time available. A ] yr program involving
57 stations in four different cities has been started.

DURING the processing of uranium ores for the
recovery of uranium, the radioactive daughters
of the uranium remain almost completely with
the insoluble portion of the ore. The radio-
activity of the tailings material averages about
700 pCi/g for each nuclidc in the uranium
chain, amounting to about 58,000 Ci of each
nuclicie, or over 125 lb. of KfRa. By the end of
1970, the projected total of such tailings in the
U.S. will amount to approximately 90 million
tons contained in 35 different piles. Kecrnt
calculations'1' suggest that the dose to the
segmentai bronchi from l !!Kn in equilibrium
with its short-lived daughters amounts to 13.8
rad/yr front a concentration of 10.1 pCi/l. Be-
cause of the large mass of tailings materials and
its associated t:*Ka content, and the ability of
radon to diffuse out of the solid pile, the radio-
logical dose to the lungs from t/ic g.-iscous r.idon
and ils particulatc daughters might actually
exceed that from, the longer-lived nuclidcs in
thr tailings material itself.

In an exploratory survey, 3f> xmnplrs hum
lour different cities were analv/rd for *::Kn by a
modification of a conventional method'*' in-
volving absorption of the radon on activated

carbon, elution at 5008C. and counting in a
scintillation chamber.13' These preliminary
samples were obtained by allowing an evacuated
16 1. stainless steel tank to fill spontaneously to
atmospheric pressure. The highest value of
38.3 pCi/l. was obtained directly over tailings
under nocturnal inversion conditions and drop-
ped to 5.6 pCi/l. for an afternoon sample at the
same location. Five other samples taken within
about 0.5 mile from the respective piles were
between $ and I times the maximum permissible
concentration (MPC) of 3 pCi/l. permitted by
Federal regulations for continuous exposure to
the general public in uncontrolled areas.'41 The
remaining samples from residential areas were
not significantly different than background
samples taken at approximately the same time
several miles away from tailings areas. The
preliminary results clearly demonstrated the
need for further more sophisticated measure-
ments to determine the average yearly con-
centrations leaving the piles and in unrestricted
areas. However, the actual radiological hazard
from radon emitted from tailings piles is difficult
to assess. Exhalation of radon from the ground
varies markedly with time and is particularly
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dependent on the condilion of the surface and
the prevailing meteorological conditions.'*""1

Nnrmalty, the radon content in the air near tlir
ground increases during the nocturnal inversion
period and deer rases during the. day-time
convcclivr period whrn atmospheric dilution is
at a maximum. Consequently, the radon con-
centration changes significantly from one hour
to the nrxt.

Federal regulations permit the radiological
(lose received by those in uncontrolled areas
from licensed facilities to be averaged over a
period of 1 yr.14' Consequently, a reasonable
sampling program should logically cover at
least a I yr period to sample radon under all
meteorological conditions prevailing during the
same time period over which the radiological
dose is averaged. If separate samples were
taken )>y conventional techniques employing
evacuated flasks, which sample literally for
only a few seconds at a time, such a program

, would become almost prohibitively expensive in
terms of numbers of samples and analyses re-
quired if many sampling stations were involved.
In contrast, if the sample itself could be aver-
aged by being collected continuously at a
constant flow rate for several hours at a time, a
single analysis would give an average value for
the entire period sampled; Such integrated
samples would obviously permit air to be
sampled for a greater fraction of the total time
available for a given cost, and permit a much
more realistic evaluation of the radiological
flosc to be made.

A sampling period of 48 hr was selected as
being about the longest time that could be used
without introducing an undesirably large uncer-
tainty due to radioactive decay of the 3.823 da\
tMRn during the sample collection period. If
the activity were calculated to the midpoint of
the collection period, the error from this cause
could not exceed about 15% if all the radon
were collected during the first ot last 2 hr, a
most unlikely occurrence. With the variation
in radon < onccntrntions normally encountered,
I lie error is not expected to excerd alwut 5%.
Sampling for 2 full diurnal cycles should smooth
out the m.irkrd diurnal fluctuations and give a
good average value for the ciiiire period.
Sampling will be repeated at rach location
every 3 weeks to cover 10% of the total time

available for exposure and to sample every
calendar month, every season, anil every usual
meteorological condilion occurring within I
calendar year with only 17 samples prr Malion.

Because only 61. of air is requin cl lo drteit
activities higher than about 0.01 pC"j/l. in a I hr
count, approximately 301. of air should be
adequate for duplication and radiological decay
during shipment. If the sampling period is to
cover 40 hr, the flow rate must not exceed
lOnil/min. Consequently, the present in-
vestigation was initiated to develop equipment
for collecting air at such a low flow rate, which
must remain reasonably constant, in outdoor
locations under all kinds of weather conditions
and frequently at locations remote from a
source of electric power. Available equipment
capable of doing the job was too expensive to
permit large numbers of stations to be sampled
simultaneously to meet the desired schedules.

SAMPLING EQUIPMENT
Pump

The pump finally used was a small 4 \V 117 V
aquarium aerator called the Silent Giant (model
120, Aquarium Pump Supply Inc., Prcscott,
Ariz.) that employs a cup and plunger com-
pression chamber scaled by a flexible web and
operated by an electro-magnet. The pump
also employs an efficient method of back-
pressure compensation so that the flow rate is
not affected significantly by conditions of air use
or depth of water in the aquarium that i»
helpful in the present application. Under
conditions of free flow, the pump delivers about
3 l./inin of air. With a needle valve restricting
the flow to 0-125 ml/min the pump builds up a
pressure of about 6 psi.

. As supplied commercially, the air inlet to the
pump consists of several small holes in the
interior ran in which the pump mechanism is
contained. To provide a single specific air inlet
so that the incoming air can be filtered free of
!I'Ra and also to permit a. tube to be run
directly into the air stream to be .sampled while
the pump itself is protected inside a weather
shelter, the interior can was rccncascd in a
plastic housing made conveniently from 3.5 in.
OD cylindrical tubing 4 in. long and } in.
thick. Doth ends were sealed with flat plates
} in. thick, one end of which had been previously
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drilled and tapped to provide the necessary air
inlet and outlet and electrical connections.
When sampling at locations remote from a
sourer of electric power, the pump can be
operated from a 12 V storage battery through
a small power inverter (Model 50-103, Newark
Electronics Corp., Chicago, III.) used to operate
an electric shaver from an automobile storage
battery.

Flow regulator

Tlir first samplers used a small variable-area
type Mow meter and a fairly coarse needle valve
to control and indicate the air flow obtained.
Even with fairly expensive models, the flow
meter itself appeared to contribute consi crably
to the instability of the air flow due to sticking
floats, etc. Consequently, the flow meter and
needle valve assembly were replaced by a
precision extra-low-flow needle valve with a
direct reading digital handle (Model 8502,
Brooks Instrument Division, Hatfield, Penn).
Under the pressure of 6 psi supplied by the
aquarium pump, a flow rate of about 125 ml/inin
is obtained with the valve wide open. The
valve requires 15 turns from fully open to fully
closed and can be read to about i'o of a turn.
The How rate can be quickly and easily cali-
brated by water displacement after which the
tame volume can be reproduced to within ± 1 %
by resetting the digital indicator.

Sample container

A collapsible container is necessary for use
with the present low-volume pump to prevent
significant changes in flow rate: due to changing
bark pressure as the sample is collected. It is
well known that rubber, polyethylene and many
other kinds of plastics arc extremely permeable
to radon gas. In addition, natural rubber
generally contains sufficient *"Ra to interfere
seriously in the determination of radon. Bags
made of Mylar have been used for years as
meteorological balloons in weather science and
are known to be capable of Hying long distances
without losing significant amounts of various
gases such as oxygen, nitrogen, helium, etc.
The present investigation shows that the same
matnial is pcrhai» the best presently available
for retention of radon.

The bags used were fabricated from a double
layer of î mil Mylar laminated together to
eliminate pin holes (CT-21, G. T. Schjcldahl
Company, Northficld, Minn.). To make the
bags, a strip of the laminated material of the
size desired is folded over and the side and both
ends arc scaled by inserting a strip of sealing
tape (GT-400) between the two faces and
ironing the tape area with a hand scaling iron at
approximately 350°F until the milky appearance
disappears from the tape indicating that a good
bond has been achieved. A dill valve available
from bicycle or hardware stores is placed in the
face of the bag prior to scaling. The bags used
in the present study have inside, dimensions of
17} in. X 31 Jin. with the bag lying flat, and
hold approximately 40 1. when filled completely.
The bags are made somewhat larger than the
volume to be contained to provide room for
expansion at temperatures and pressures other
than those at which the sample is collected, e.g.,
mountain passes, aircraft, etc.

The complete sampling equipment is shown
in Fig. 1 connected to the small electric shaver
inverter and storage battery for use in locations
remote from a source of electric power. For
sampling in remote or inaccessible locations
where weight and bulk must be kept to a
minimum, such as in a uranium mine, the
small 10 amp-hr motorcyle battery shown pro-
vides sufficient capacity for an 8 hr integration
over a shift. For sampling in remote areas
above ground, a regular automobile storage
battery of about 70 ainp-hr capacity is neces-
sary for a 48 hr sample integration. When
115 V power is available, the electric plug is
simply removed from the inverter shown and
plugged into the source of A.C. power.

In operation, the entire equipment shown in
Fig. 1 is placed in a weather shelter and the
piece ofgutn rubber tubing shown on the right
is allowed to extend out of one end into the air
stream to be sampled. A small funnel is in-
serted in the end of the tubing to prevent rain
from being drawn in and saturating the filter,
resulting in a marked decrease or complete
stoppage of the air (low. The air is then drawn
through a double I in. filter (in the conical
holder) consisting of a glass-fiber roughing filter
followed by a membrane filter (GA-6 Gelman
Instrument Company., Ann Arbor, Mich.)
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into the plastic case. The pump then draws the
air throng'1 '1O'CS >n .l'lc bolt0"1 of the can, and
rxpclls it through the coiled tube, the needle
valve and into the Mylar bag. In actual use,
I lie Mylar bag is contained in a cardboard box,
10.5 in. X 12 in. X 30 in., inside the weather
shelter to protect the bag from abrasion, air
motion, dr., and to serve as a container in
which to ship the gas sample back to the
laljoratory. Current cost of the equipmen.
shown is about S55 for the a.c.-opciatco system,,
about $ft<> for ihc battery-operated system and
about $G ?ach for the Mylar bags.

PERFORMANCE
The operating chactci istics of the pump and

needle valve were determined by measuring the
volume of water displaced from an inverted
10 ml. graduated cylinder in GO sec under
various conditions. A flow rate of 9.6 nil/min
could be reproduced to within 0.1 ml/inin or
about 1 % by setting the indicating handle back
to the same number from cither fully open or
fully closed provided that the final adjustment
was always made from the same direction.

Effect ofvoltagt

At a flow rate of 9.6 mi/min, changing the
voltage from 135 to 105 V changed the flow ratr
by less (ban about 1 %. The flow rate drops to
about 50% of it» initial value at 90 V and
dr-crcasrs rapidly at lower values. In fact, this
same pump makes'an excellent low-cost transfer
pump lor laboratory use, using a variable trans-
former to change the flow rate continuously and
smootiily by changing tlie voltage in the lower
voltage ranges. Accordingly, care should be
taken that the voltage at the end of long runs of
wiring required to reach remote locations is
not permitted to drop so low that the flow rate
liecomcs susceptible to normal voilage fluctua-
tions. 1 lowcvcr, for the year-long program for
which this equipment was developed, several
thousand (Vet of no. 14 electric wire wrrc used
lo reach most of the sampling stations on and
«round the mi.ll tailings piles with a resultant
voilage, diop of less than I V. Uccausc of the
very small power consumption of the pumps,
longer runs of even smaller wire cm br used lo
reach even more remote loci lions before the
voltage drop becomes significant.

When baltcry operated, the pump and in-
verter together draw about 0.7 amp which will
use about half the total capacity of a "iOamp-hr
motor cycle battery in 8 hr or of a 70 amp-hr
automobile battery in 48 hr. During an 8 hr
period, the voltage of a new motorcycle battery
dropped from 12.5 lo 11.6V with less than
about 2 % change in flow rate. The automobile
battery will undoubtedly act sinijliarly, but
cither battery should be recharged before taking
another sample.

Effect of température
The cSîcct of temperature is more difficult to

assess and interpret. Initially, the outlet from
ihc pump was connected to the Mylar bag
through a flow meter. The entire assembly of
pump, needle valve and flow meter were
placed in a steel ammunition box only slightly
larger than the assembly itself, the lid was
closed tightly and the flow meter was read
through a single small opening in the box
periodically over a period of 2 days. The box
was placed outside near the west wall of the
laboratory building so that it would become
cold during the night, warm up slowly during
the forenoon hours when the box was in the
shadow of the building, and finally become
extremely hot during the afternoon when the
hot summer sun shincd directly on (he brx fur
several hours. Since the change in flow rate
observed was less than 10-15% at most, no
attempt was made to define temperatures
quantitatively except to say that tin: steel box
was so hot all afternoon that it could not be
touched comfortably for longer than a few
seconds at a lime. At night, the air temperature
was approximately 35°F. These temperature
rxtrcmrs arc thought to be certainly greater
than those that need be tolerated if the pump
assembly is placed in a ventilated weather
shelter to protect it from the direct rays of the
sun.

In another attempt to evaluate ihc effect of
temperature, the flow rate was determined by
water displacement while the needle valve and
pump were alternately heated and coolrd.
After an initial adjustment of the flow rafe
lo 9.6 ml/min at 24°C, the flow rate decreased
lo 7.1 ml/miii or about 26% when the needle
valve was heated with an infrared lamp hotter
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FIG. I. i'.quipnicnl used for taking integrated aie samplrj for determination of : : :Rn.
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than could be touched comfortably for any
significant period of time. When the needle
v.ilvc wait cooled as much as possible with an
aerosol spray used to cool electric circuit;, ihr
How rate increased lo IO.C ml/min or about
10%. Since the flow rate was measnrci! by
water displacement from a large tray of water at
room temperature, the changes observed ob-
viously reflect variations in mass transfer rallier
than volume. Both changes would undoubtedly
have bren smaller had the exit air remained
more nearly at the temperature of the air being
sampled. Since respiratory processes arc nioic
dependent on volume transfer than on mass
transfer, it appears that the effect of temperature
on the pump is not very different than its
effect on the volumes breathed by humans.
Again, no attempt was made lo make a precise
determination of a rliactcristic vthich is funda-
mentally imprecise in usage. It is unlikely that
any reasonable temperature variation «ill
introduce more than a 10-15% uncertainty
between the volume sampled by the pump and
that breathed by people.

DIFFUSION OF 2==Jln THROUGH
MYLAR

The use of Mylar bags as containers for air
«amples for the determination ofI!2Rn depends
on their ability to retain radon for the several
days required for sampling, transportation to
the laboratory and analysis. To determine
possible losses from diffusion, pin holes, faulty
seams or whatever cause under actual conditions
of use, a bag Was filled with approximately 30 1.
of air containing sufficient x::Rn to give an
initial counting rate of about 4 X 105 gamma
counts/niin of daughter activity at equilibrium
under the counting conditions employed. 'I lie
bag ofair was placed horizontally on a strew hrr
in a 9 ft cubical steel room used for whole-body
counting and an 8 in. X 4 in. Nal(Tl) detector
was placed over the center of the bag at a
distance of about 12 in. The i>.ig was allowed
to stand overnight to ensure ingrowth of the
radon daughters to complete equilibrium. .MUT
rccheeking the cx|>crimenlal srt up the fol-
lowing morning, the door to the vault was
closed and scaled to prevent any traffic or air
motion inside the vault that could possible
change the orientation of the bag and theirby
change the counting efficiency. A 1 min. count

was made immediately and was repeated at
approximately the same lime on r.ich successive
day for the next 6 days during which time the
door to the vault was never opened. An
additional measurement was obtained on the
I5lh day which had not bren planned but
which was available since the bag had not been
moved from its original position in the mean-
time. } low ever, the vault had been opened
after the last planned experimental point.

The decrease in activity obtained is shown in
Fig. 2. The dashed line shows the expected
decrease of 3.823 day *"Rn from the initiai
activity due to radiological decay alone. The
solid curve was drawn through the6intcrmediate
points which it fits better than anything that
can be drawn to include the first and/or last
points. A least-squares best fit of all the data
gives an apparent half life of 3X>0 days, cor-
responding to a maximum loss of about 1 % per
day from all causes other than radiological
decay. However, it is interesting that the first
and last points obtained while the vault was
open show no detectable loss in 15 days and arc
distinctly different statistically than the 6 inter-
mediate points that were obtained while the
vault was sealed. It is entirely possible that
electrostatic attraction of the charged ions
being measured to the non-conducting wall»
of the Mylar bag is biased in some small un-
known way by a stagnant environment. In
any event, the slopes of the 2 groups of points
arc closer to each other than to the best At
of all the points and loss of :::Kn must be less
than 0.5 % per day which is more than adequate
for the intended use. Even if the losses increase
somewhat when the bacs arc flexed as expected,
the overall loss should &t."l be entirely neg-
ligible compared to the other uncertainties
present.

Although the diffusion of *2:Rn through
rubber and most plastics is known to be several
orders of magnitude higher than with Mylar,
short pieces of gum rubber tubing are used
to make connections because of its ready
availability and because of its elasticity to
ensure that the connections arc air tight. The
quantity used is so .small and the residence
time of the air in the tubing is so short that
losses from this source are completely negligible.
For example, measurement showed a loss of
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Fio. 2. Decay of "»Rn contained in a Mylar bag.

about 5 % per hr from a 2 ft piece of the J in.
tubing used. Since the bore volume is about
4 ml, loss from this source is only 0.03% for
the entire 48 hr integration.

Lucite was used to re-encase the pump
mechanism because of its low cost and ease nf
fabrication. To determine if this plastic would
cause significant loss of radon from a given
sample and contaminate a subsequent one, the
following experiment was performed. Thirty
liters of air containing 40 pCi/l. of 2"Rn was
pumped from a Mylar bag containing 401.
of the gas into an empty bag over a period of
48 hr. Analysis of the air in each bag showed
that the concentrations of "2Rn present before
and after pumping did not differ by more than
could be expected from the experimental un-
certainties involved. The pump was then
flushed quickly) with 1.5 I. of aged air in about
10 min with the valve wide open •..-. determine
how much of the residual gas in the void sp;uc
could be removed i» a short purge Aged ait-
was then pumped from a Mylar Img into au
empty one at 10 ml/inin for 4(1 In to dctcrminr
the quantity of radon that would diffuse back

into a subsequent low-level sample during the
lengthy collection period used in the field.
The radon found in the purge and subsequent
cluate was about 2.5 and 0.5 %, respectively, of
that taken in the original 301. of gas of which
1 % is attributed to the free volume space of
about 300 ml. This contamination would in-
crease the concentration of a subsequent 30 1.
sample by a maximum of 1.2 pCi/l. which can
be reduced to 0.2 pCi/l. by a short purge with
the valve wide open. In practice, the contamina-
tion will be even less due to decay between uses.
Certainly, pumps used over tailings or in other
areas of high radon concentrations should be
purged before being used for sampling in low-
level areas unless sufficient time is allowed for
adequate radiological decay.

PRACTICAL APPLICATION
In cooperation with the U.S. Public Health

Service and the health departments of the
Mates of Colorado and Utah, a I yr program
involving 57 stations in four cities was based on
the philosophy and equipment described above
and is ncaring completion. Results of this
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prnj;i am will be described in another ptiblira-
tion."!i However, a few comments concerning
the success of the program itself seem appro-
priate. The philosophy of employing AH hr
integrated samples to increase the reliability
and decrease the cost of long-term measure-
ments worked extremely well. Excellent cover-
age of the four study areas was obtained at
minimum cost and results arc clear, consistent,
and singularly free of any significant anomalies.
'Die sampling equipment performed almost as
well in the field as it had in the laboratory with
a few exceptions. Of 18 complete samplers in
use, five of the $15 pumps burned out and had
fo be replaced. This was probably due to the
low flow rate which caused a much higher
back pressure than that recommended by I he
manufacturer. A more frequent problem en-
countered was the occasional sticking of the
nccdlr valves which would not retract when the
handle was turned to the oji'-n position. On
prolonged use, a very small amount of concision
occurs (hat tends to fîx the nerdlc in its existing
position so that the .spring-loaded return is
iimiflirirnt to break it loose and open the v.ilvr.
This problem is easily rectified by removing
the nredlc and wiping it gently with a dry cloth
before each 48 hr run.

The Mylar bags have held up very writ on
repealed usage with each bag having been used
an average of 8 times without showing signs of
significant deterioration. The infrequent breaks
that develop where the Mylar has been creased
sharply, and even an occasional 6 in. tear, arc
easily and rapidly repaired with the sealing t.ipc
and hand iron used. The one really frustrai ing
problem encountered in the entire program was
the occasional obstinate refusal of some ol the
bags to fill up in the proper time even though
it could be shown that air was entering the
bag at the proper rate. The only reasonable
explanation is the presence of pin holes in
the bags or rubber tubing, minute leaks in the
teams or valves or a faulty connection to the
valve. Obviously, it would not take much <•! an
opening to permit the gas lo bleed off as fast as
it is collected, considering the very low i.iie
involved. Some of the leaks are rxlinn. ))•
difficult to find. If a bag is partially filled »mh
air and (hen tested in the conventional manner

by immersion in a large container of water,
some «("the leaks, particularly in (he scams, will
close ofT when pressure is applied and then
open up again when the pressure is relaxed lo
the conditions under which the samples are
collected. Leaks from very small pin holes that
can be observed if.covered with a very thin
layer of water or soap solution will stop if
itnmeised under a greater depth of water.
However, most leaks are readily detected by
simple immersion in a vessel of water and
this method is used routinely to leak test all
bags in the laboratory after the analysis has
been completed before they arc returned to the
field.

The same philosophy and sampling equipment
will undoubtedly find many other applica-
tions in air pollution control.
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AECB Compliance Investigations in the Town of Port Hope, Ontario

The compliance check, or more accurately, the series

of compliance checks performed in Port Hope represents the last series

of radiological surveys undertaken in a home or public building where

a radiological problem had previously existed. The compliance checks

are undertaken only when all the remedial and rehabilitation work

have been completed by the Program Manager. The success of the

compliance checks is dependent both upon the actual remedial work

completed as well as the thoroughness and accuracy of the final report

supplied to the Board by the Program Manager. The final report should

serve not only to assist the compliance team in the progressive

execution of the series of checks, but should also serve as the last

exhaustive review of the radiological problem for the Program Manager.

Before going any further I would first like to briefly describe the

format of this final report, as it touches upon the nature of, and

procedures utilized in, a compliance check.

The final report first provides a complete resume of the

pre-remedial radiological hazards associated with a home. It must

be remembered that the home was originally referred to the Program

Manager on the basis of a rather incomplete preliminary radiological

investigation. In most cases, the Task Force data gleaned from a

problem home consisted only of one or two radon determinations,

possibly accompanied by a few interior and exterior gamma readings.

This can hardly serve as the basis for a compliance check two years

down the road. It is thus the responsibility of the Program Manager

to provide as much information as he can about the pre-remedial hazards

in a home. The findings of the pre-remedial investigation should

include the body of information determined about the levels of radon

gas ?nd radon daughters, where and under what conditions the
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measurements were made.

The results of the interior and exterior gamma surveys

on maps are equally indispensable to the compliance team. Finally

the list and location of contaminated materials and areas within

a home must be provided.

The next part of the final report includes a complete resume

of the nature and extent of the remedial work undertaken. Maps

indicating where interior and exterior contaminated soil and other

materials were removed. Which boards or beams were replaced.

Which parts of the concrete floor were replaced. Which basement

drains were determined to be radon sources. Where the sub-vent

was installed. In short, any radiological work undertaken on the

premises should be outlined. Rehabilitation work such as the

replacement of shrubs, bushes and structures are conveyed in the

report, but the prime responsibility of such compliance should rest

with the Program Manager.

The final part of the report provides a resum4 of the

post-remedial status of a home. A thorough documentation of this

phase of a project benefits the Program Manager as much as the Board.

The format of this part of the report is almost identical to the

pre-remedial hazards part of the report and includes the listing of

the levels of radon gas and daughter products, where and under

what conditions they were made. Interior and exterior gamma surveys

on maps. In this final synthesis of post-remedial data, the

radiological results should conform to the various radiological

criteria set by the Board.
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Once the final report has been submitted to the Board, a

30 day delay period is enforced by the Compliance group before the

first of a series of compliance checks is undertaken- This delay,

based on experience at Grand Junction in Colorado, permits time

for the establishment of a new radiological equilibrium in which

radon may establish an alternative diffusion path. It also provides

ample time for the compliance team to review and assess the findings

of the problem home.

The compliance team is composed of two or three inspectors who

usually spend two week stints in Port Hope during which time several

homes are checked. Depending on the complexity of the original

radiological problem, approximately 15 to 20 homes can be done in

this period.

Radon measurements are made using two basic techniques. One

is the standard radon gas and daughter grab sampling technique.

Measurement are made under reproducible conservative conditions which

are very similar to those performed by the MacLaren group in Port

Hope. In a residence, two to four locations are sampled at least

one in the basement and at least one in a representative living area,

such as the living room or kitchen. The measurements are repeated

on three or four consecutive days. In business premises or a school,

several more samples are taken in several locations, again on three

or four consecutive days. The radon measurements are made with the

RD-200 Radon Detection Equipment manufactured by EDA Electronics.

Radon daughters are counted using the Modified Kusnetz Method. Gas

samples ?re counted 2-4 hours after collection and are corrected for

decay. (
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The other technique, based on an instrument recently designed by

Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, performs continuous measurements

of radon gas levels integrated over variable periods of time.

The unit operates on the principle of thermoluminescence dosimetry

using dysprosium-doped CaF_ chips. The integrating instruments

are placed in the basement and living areas of each home for periods

of one week every 2 or 3 months. It is expected that sufficient

information will have been gathered after a year to provide the

necessary assurance that the average radiation levels are likely

to remain below the primary criteria.

Gamma measurements are made outdoors and indoors using

micro R meters. Alpha measurements are made to check for contaminated

materials. I am going to temporarily postpone discussion of further

details about equipment and techniques used in a compliance check at

this stage. I will be glad to discuss any details afterwards

in the discussion.

After the two week compliance period, the radiological data

are analysed in Ottawa. The homes are broken down into three basic

groups: those that definitely comply with Board criteria; those

that definitely surpass criteria; and those in borderline situations.

A report is then made to the Chief of the Compliance and Inspection

Division (Mr. Geoffrey Knight). If he is satisfied with the

Program Manager's report, as well as the results of the remedial

programme, he will send a letter to the property owner and occupant

indicating the results of the inspection. The Chief also informs

the owner and occupant that the remedial work has been completed,

but that further checks will be carried out for a year to ensure
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that the average radiation levels are likely to remain below the

primary criteria. At that time, a final letter of compliance will

be sent to the home owner and occupant.

In cases where the homes are above criteria, the Program

Manager is advised that the results are not satisfactory, and that

consideration should be given to doing further remedial work.

Homes that fall in a borderline category, where radon levels

fluctuate closely around the primary criteria, are not submitted to

the Chief until a much larger body of data has been accumulated. The

results of the radon integrating unit are especially helpful in

resolving the final radiological status of the home.

To date, the Program Manager in Port Hope has turned over

155 sites to the Board. 55 of these are sites where no remedial

work was done by the Program Manager. Of the hundred sites requiring

compliance investigation, 63 have been initiated. The results,

expressed on a percentage basis, indicate that 68% of the sites are

below criteria, 16% are above criteria, and another 16% are borderline

cases.

It should be pointed out, however, that these results are

for the most part, based only upon two compliance visits made to

each home. Furthermore, most of the measurements were made in the

fall and winter when maximized conditions tend to enhance radon

concentrations. We are confident that many of these levels will

decrease when the homes become more ventilated in summer-like

conditions. When these summer results are averaged over the year
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with the present winter results, it is anticipated that many of the

homes which presently exceed criteria will shift downward into the

borderline cases, and that the present borderline homes will shift

into the category where the primary criteria are satisfied.
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Thursday March 9/78

A. Scott (DSMft): Calibration of the Ftaplex Pump

As was suspected and noted by the AECB the flow rate as

indicated on the built-in rotometer on the staplex pump is not

correct. A low flow rate wa.s demonstrated by Mr. Scott. In his

demonstration, Mr. Scott used equipment as indicated in the sketch.
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-Rubber Hose

,Vacuum Gauge

[Staplex
Pump
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-
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As a result of this démonstration, Mr. Scott suggested

that the actual flow rate of the staplex pump is 13-14 lpm and this

rate could be influenced by voltage fluctuations.
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M. Roman-Barber (EDA); Instrumentation

This opportunity was used by Mr. Roman-Barber to introduce

EDA's microprocessor controlled automatic radon monitoring system

(RDC-500). For technical detail see attached brochure.

Costs: RDM-500 control unit - $4,950.00 (Can).

RDR-500 Radon Detectors - $4,350.00 (Can) each

Cable to attach Detectoi - $1.24/foot

to unit

Available at the end of March/78.
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Product information
RDC-500

MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED AUTOMATIC RADON MONITORING SYSTEM

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The RDC-500 automatically samples and
records ambient radon levels at widely
spaced locations and at operator
programmed intervals from a central
control unit. High sensitivity ZnS(Ag)
phosphorescent detectors alternatively
measure cell background counts and radon
levels, and transfer the resulting data via
cable, telephone or radio telemetry to the
control unit where it is recorded on
magnetic tape along with time and source
coding. The cassette tapes may be filed
for future reference, or processed
immediately by a main frame computer to
yield radon contamination in picocuries
per liter (pc/1). The system has excep-
tional flexibility for operator interactive
control over all functions so that the
environment and not the instrument
dictates the measurement sequence. The
major modules of the system are the
RDC-555 Radon Monitoring System
Control Unit and the RDR-511 Remote
Radon Module.

APPLICATIONS

Various government regulatory agencies
as well as concerned managements and
trade unions may be initiating
requirements for the maintenance of
permanent records of radon contam-
ination. Sites where uranium is mined,
processed or utilized in any fashion may
bs subject to these regulations. The
RDC-500 will reliably monitor radon
levels at mine working faces, ore
stockpiles, mills, exhaust vents, leaching
tanks and nucleai* fuel storage and
transfer areas.

FEATURES

Automatic sampling of up to 20 remote
stations located up to 1,000 meters from
the Control Unit.

Built-in flexibility for future expansion to
greater distances and increased function
levels, including alarm triggers, and
simultaneous monitoring of up to six
meteorological parameters.

Detector - Control Unit link via cable,
telephone line or radio telemetry.

Microprocessor controlled sampling
sequence, data read, process, store and
transfer.

Cassette tape recorder, ANSI/ECMA
compatible.

Control Unit readout on 32 digit 5x7 dot
matrix LED.

High sensitivity, low maintenance ZnS(Ag)
detectors with 5 digit LED readout.

AC powered with automatically switched
standby Gel-Cell DC power supply.

Full operator control with interactive
communication.

Rugged environmental packaging.

Designed to Canadian Atomic Energy
Control Board standards and specifica-
tions.

Modular construction, high reliability solid
state design.
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SPECIFICATIONS

RDC-555 Radon Monitoring System Control Unit

Microprocessor

Digital Clock

Display

Electronics

Output

Recorder
Type
Speed
Data Transfer Rate
Output
Power

Power Requirement

Dimension and Weight

Optional Printer

RDR-511 Remote Radon Module

Detection System

Includes Panel Display and Command
Module, Function, Cassette Recorder,
Clock and Machine Operations Modules.

Zilog Z80

4MHz crystal, accuracy 0.02%

32 position Alphanumeric, 5x7 Dot Matrix
LED

C/MOS logic

Radon level in counts per sample interval

Magnetic Tape Cassette
Variable, 2-120 IPS
Up to 32K bps ANSt/ECMA compatible
BCD Code
From Control Unit power supply

110V AC, 60Hz, 2 Amps

Approximately 480mm x 220mm x 410mm
(19" wide x 8-3/4" high x 16" deep)
22.7kg (50 lb.)

89mm ( 3 f ) fanfold paper at 10.4mm (5J")
capacity, 21 columns at 3 lines/sec

Silver activated Zinc Sulphide phosphor
calibrated scintillator "D" cells with EMI
9824A photomultiplier tube, sensitivity
200A/lumen at 800-900V DC 110 Volt
plateau above 650V DC

Electronics Low power C/MOS logic, five printed
circuit boards.
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Product Information
Display

Power Requirements

Dimensions and Weight

Air Valve

Purge Gas

Sample Pump

Cable/Connectors

5 digit LED, may be activated without
interrupting control functions

110V AC, 60Hz, 1 Amp.

235mm x 388mm x 292mm
(9.25" x 13.25" x 11.5")
4.5kg (10 1b.)

3-way solenoid, operated by Control Unit

Nitrogen, supplied by customer

Wisa

Alpha, with Bendix-type hermetically
sealed connectors

Control Unit - Detector Separation 300m with later expansion capacity to
1,000m
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Product inff orpiation
MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED AUTOMATIC RADON MONITORING SYSTEM

p BLOCK DIAGRAM

PRINTER (OPTIONAL)RDM-50Ô CONTROL UNIT

CASSETTE CONTROLS DISPLAY

CASSETTE FUNCTION CONTROLS

CLOCK CONTROLS
MACHINE
CONTROL"

DISPLAY
CONTROL 5

RDR-500 RADON DETECTOR

RADON DETECTOR
J

DISPLAY

FUNCTION CONTROLS

l

SOLENOID

Ri) VR2; I R3J \RUJ \R5.

PUMP

NITROGEN SOURCE

PRINTER

PRINTER
CONTROLS

•RDR-500's are connected by cable up to 1,000' in length.
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Recapitulation and Problem Areas - Roger Eaton

From the number of questions asked, it was apparent that

the informal format of the meeting had been accepted. Good

discussion had resulted and there was a useful exchan/e of views.

The hourly and daily variability of working level values

remains to be explained in a satisfactory way. There is as yet

no completely satisfactory answer as to why the sut-floor

ventilation system works (or doesn't). Sealing basement floors,

walls and drainage/sump systems has proven so far ;o be only a

partial answer to the problem, but it appears to te one of the routes

to a satisfactory solution.

There is no clear evidence of atmospheric effects on

the radon daughter level noted in houses.


